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ABSTRÀ.CT

schorars from various fierds of study, incruding
philosophy, eco]-ogy and l-andscape architecture, have arleged
that Judeo-christian tradition is at the root of western

manrs environmental despotism. Further more, individuars
such as ran McHarg have irnplied that Judeo-christian values
are neither helpfur nor compatible with the kind of
environmental- ethics which courd foster ecologicalry
responsible decision making in land.scape design and

environmental planning.

This thesis deals with the above indictment in several
r,vays " Firstly it, identif ies interpretive trad.itions which
promote an rranti-ecologicart understanding of the biblical
relationship between God, hurnanity, and. nature. secondly,
it. identifies significant naturar themes in the Bible and

ana]yzes them by way of historical- critical exegesis. rt
does so in an atternpt to integrate these texts into a more

horistic ínterpretive position which acknov¡ledges the
relationship between God and the whole of his creation,
non-human as well as human" Thirdly, the thesis applies the
resurt.s of its interpretive findings to the ethics of
landscape architecture and concludes that biblical exegesis

reveals a theology of rrrr*.ìity and the natural world which

is, in fact, antithetical to exproitation and rather
promotes stewardship and care for the environment.
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]- " O TNTRODUCTTON

l-"1 The Nature and Scope of the project

This study is prirnarily of a theoretical nature. whire
it dears with the topic of ethics in landscape architecture,
it does so in a manner which exprores beyond the lever of
applied or practical ethícs. rts primary focus is directed
toward understanding and re-evaluating the presuppositions
on which l.Iestern environmental ethics is based.

Traditionally, ethics has been perceived in
anLhropocentric terms as that inquiry which exprores
human-human relationships. vühile this aspect of ethics may

enter into the discussion, the main thrust of this thesis
rel-ates more specifically to the ethical imprications of
human interaction with the natural environment.

Many of the contemporary writings on environmental
ethics have been based on a scientific (ecologicar)
understanding of manrs rerationship v¡ith nature. This trend
has stressed that human actions directed toward the natural_

environment shourd be guided. by princÍples and laws of
ecologicar science. At the same tine, this trend has

rejected or ignored other western traditions which have

previously served as determinants for ethical action.
centrar to this rej ection of Ïrlestern thought has been harsh
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criticisrn of the Judeo-christian rerigious tradition, which
some critics have considered as one of the major
contributors leading to Western societyrs despotic,
exploitative attitude toward nature.

This thesis acknowled.ges the fact that representatives
from varj-ous fiel-ds of study have accepted the basic
premise that Judeo-christian doctrine regarding humanity's
relationship with the rest of creation ís at the root of the
üIest I s ecologic crisis . This thesis, horuever, supports
others in suggesting that the rel-ationship between

Judeo-christian tradition and the west's environmental_

crisis j-s less linear and more cornplex. The thesis argues

that Judeo-christian tradition can be seen as part of a

larger culturar matrix whose composite has urtinatery
contributed to envj-ronmental degradation. while the thesis
identifies a number of ecologically problernatic interpretive
movements which have emerged since bibtical times, it
hypothesizes that within the bibrical tradition can be found
the seeds of a sound environmental ethic" rt further
hypothesizes that western theorogyrs failure to develop a

strong environmental- ethic is rargely the result of j_ts

predominantry theanthropocentric (God-human) focus.
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of this thesis is to broaden the
interpretive scope, thereby re-examining the bibrical
material in an attempt to deverop a more holistic and

integrated understanding of the God-man-nature relationship.
This in turn will serve as the means by which the thesis
will- attempt to develop ethicat principres for contemporary

envíronmental- issues, in particular, those issues which
pertain to landscape design and planning. These princíples
are intended to demonstrate that the biblicar canon can

serve as a valuable resource for an environmental ethic
which is rooted in a deep biblical concern for the goodness,

integrity and preservation of the environment.l thus, the
thesis will suggest that these principles are not
incompatible with, but rather affirm those principles upon

which the ethic, philosophy, and practice of landscape

architecture is currently based.

L"2 Study Objectives

The intent of the study is expanded in the forlowing
obj ectives:

l-" To identify western interpretive traditions which are
problernatic in the sense Lhat they promote an

anti-ecological understand.ing of the bibl-ica1
relationship between God, humanity and nature.
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2" To survey pertinent biblicar and Ínterpretive material
in order to develop a more hol-isic understanding of the
rel-ationship between God, humanity and nature as put
forth in the Old and New Testament canon.

3" To explore a biblicar basis for contemporary ethical
discourse on environmental issues pertaining to the
landscape design and planning professions.

To demonstrate that a theorogicar und.erstanding of
Judeo-christian tradition does not necessitate a

narrowly anthropocentrj-c, despotic attitude towards

nature but rather can offer one of hol_ism and

stewardship 
"

l-. 3 Study Approach

This thesis seeks to explore the hypothesis that there
lie within Judeo-christian tradítion the rudimentary or
foundati-onal elements Llpon which can be developed principles
for contemporary environmental ethics " lrihite the obvious

temptation in approaching such a problem is to begin with an

investigation of the biblicar canon, it, is valuabre also to
address the interpretive and. critical context within which
biblical tradition has and is presently being considered.
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This study wirr begin with a brief introduction to the

ethicat dimension of human interaction with the natural-
environment" A crarification of such irnportant terms as

land and landscape wirl be províded here. rn order to
exprain its professional relevance, the thesis wirl arso
provide a working definition of landscape architecture which
identifies the role of varues in landscape planning and

design.

since many contemporary theorogians approach the
environmental theme in a manner which is sinil_ar, in many

respects, to the prevaiting secul_ar trends in environmental
ethics, the thesis wirl also provid.e some background

information on certain of these trends and the ecorogical
paradigms on which they are based. of primary concern here
witl be the development of ecorogical determinism which has

had significant influence on the profession of landscape
architecture.

Many of the proponents of the contemporary approaches

to ecological ethics have caIled for a rejection of the
Judeo-christian tradition as being superfruous or even

harmful to such discourse. By way of background

information, this thesis wil-r also respond to the hypothesis
put forth by Lynn llhite Jr. which states that the
Judeo-christian tradition Ís at the root of the west¡s
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environmental- crisis" This response wiLt suggest that the
relationship between this tradition and the environmental-

crisis is more complex than the linear causal relationship
which white and others hypothesize. Attention wirr be given

to other cultural factors such as capitaJ_ism, scientific
development and democraLization, which have contributed to
the l.Iestrs environmental crisis" RecognitÍon r¿i]I be given

to the fact that Judeo-christian tradition has, in some v/ays

influenced the cultural matríx of the west, which has

ultirnately led to a destructive, exproitative attitude
towards the environment.

since biblical times, the God-man-nature theme has

constantly been reinterpreted and understood in varying
ways" some of these interpretive traditions have tended to
encourage an ecoJ-ogical and holistic understanding of this
theme, whereas others might be characterized as

anti-ecologicaI, oÐ the basis of their separation of one or
more aspects of this tripartite theme. rn a selective
manner, this thesis wil-r sample and assess varied human

percepti-ons of non-human creation which have prevailed in
the west since bibl-ical tirnes. special emphasis wilr be

given to those interpretive trend.s which rnight be considered

to be probÌematic (anti-ecological) " The interpretive
traditions rr¡ilr be addressed under three generar time
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perj-ods" The first wilr be the patristic and Medievaf

Period" Here, attentíon wi-lr be focused. on attitudes from

the tine of the Church fathers through the monastic Middl-e

Ages- The second will be the transition from medieval times
to 16th century beginnings of the modern times. This wirl
include the rise of Renaissance humanism and the protestant
Reformation" The third wirl be the Modern period (1_6th to
20th century) " This witr involve a discussion of changing

attitudes towards the God-man-nature relationship resulting
from the development of modern science and secul_ar

philosophy as well as the influence of mechanization and

technology" consideration wíl1 be given to the modern

mechanistic paradigm which evolved out of this developrnent

and how this worrd view has l-ed modern man in his quest for
ultimate control over nature. The thesis wirl_ mention how

Baconi-an, cartesian and Newtonian thinking have red to the
modern conception of a complete qualitative distinction
between humanity and nature based on the assumption that
man, rrthe one and only rational- being and livingT soulrr must

express his rationality through power, utility, and absolute
control over the natural environment." rn each of the
probrematic interpretive positions identified, the thesis
will focus, primarilyr on the issue of dualistic or
dichotornous rel-ationships between God, humanity and nature.
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At this point, attention will be focused.

biblical- material pertaining to the rel-ationship
God, man and nature" This wiII involve a

necessarily selective, study of the biblical canon

as pertinent biblical and theological studies.

on the

between

careful,

as well

An ecologicalry sensitive reading of Bibrical texts has

as its object the "liberationr of the earth from

exploitative human domination. Thus, its aim is analogous,
to some extent, to such new readings of Bibricar texts as

have been proposed in the context of the ferninist movement

or of liberation theology" such proposars have sometimes

assumed the need for compretely innovative hermeneutical
approaches developed from within the experiences of certain
groups (e"9" T¡¡omen, the poor, racial minorities, etc. ) . rn
the same wây, the subject under study in this thesis (the
earth) might invite a paraller hermeneutic from within the
context of landabuse, atbeit as experienced vicariously by

human observers, the earth itself being mute. such a
project might be desirabte and fascinating.

However, the goals of this
innovative, for two reasons.

as negative though defensible,

masterrs thesis as we1l as

thesis are less radically
The first, which may be seen

is the limited scope of a

the limited hermeneuticat
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expertise of its author" The second, and. more posítive
reason pertains to the nature of the indictment of
ecological insensitivity, if not outright destructi-veness,

brought against (supposed) Biblical teachings by its modern

ecologicar critics" That indictment has generally not been

based on analyses of an all pervading anti-earth mentality
of the Bibre, but on isolated texts (such as the command. to
frrule and subduerr the earth, Gen. r:26,29). A superficial
but widespread understanding of such texts has been carried
over from earlier times to our day" only in recent years

has the vigor of historical-critical exegesis been applied
to these texts in a search for their originar intent. rt is
within the context of such critical analysis that the
present thesis begins its investigation as it gathers, tests
and extends such studies with the aim of expanding the scope

of biblical interpretation beyond the narrowly

theanthropocentric (God-hurnan) focus which is prevarent

historically among' most bibrical scholarship. This thesis
identifies significant natural themes in the biblical canon

and attempts, through criticar analysis, to integrate them

into a more holistic interpretive position which

acknowredges the relationship between God and the whole of
his creation, non-human as werr as human. As such the
thesis negates the indictments mentioned above within the
same hermeneutical context in which Bibricar teaching has

been chal]-enged, narnely that of ernpirical (for Biblica]
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studies: historical-critical) scholarship.
scholarships cannot be understood as

unassailable objective reality, in the sense

objectivisrn, is taken for giranted throughout

a

of

the

That such

road to an

19th century

thesis "

The interpretive method2 which the thesis makes use of
invol-ves critical anarysis of: the text,3 translation,4
historicat5 and literary6 context, form and structurerT
grammatical data,8 lexical data,9 biblical context, lO

theologyll and secondary literatur". 12

Although it must be recognized that a study of this
nature cannot provide an exhaustive inventory and synthesis
of al-1 biblical content pertaining to the rel_ationship
between God, man and the environment, it is intended that
selectíve explorations in both the old and the Nev¡ Testament

wilt shed some light on the whoIe. rn this manner, using
the aforementioned interpretive toors, it is hoped that by

broadening the interpretive scope, the bibricar foundations
of a responsibl-e environmentar ethic wiÌl be disclosed.

Having conducted. an interpretive investigation of the
biblical- God-man-nature relationship, âs well as having
explored the context within which this theme has

historically been interpreted, the thesis will seek to
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formurate biblically based ethical principles whose focus is
directed toward those environmental issues and perceptions
which pertain to the landscape design and. planning
professions. Here, it is anticipated that the concrusions

will disprove the cl-aim that biblical trad.ition is
incompatibre with environmentarly responsible decision
making. To the contrary it is anticipated that the findings
of this thesis will- demonstrate that biblically based

principles for contemporary discourse in environmental

ethics reaffirm the established ethical and phirosophical
principles on which the landscape d.esign and planning
professions are based.
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L"4 FOOTNOTES

lth" author wishes to stress, ât this point, that it isnot the intent of this thesis to argue tñat the ethicalprincipres developed herein can bã derived. sorely frombiblicar material-" As the reader wirl- see in the conciudingchapter, the bibtically based principles which are presented
in this thesis are not unrike Lhose principlãs whichcurrentry serve as the foundation of the philosophy, ethicand practice of the landscape design and píanningprofessions. As such this thesis d.oes not wish Lo ctaiñthat the biblical community monoporizes principtes whichencourge stewardship of the earth. Rather, iL wishes tosuggest that bibrically committed randscape designers/planners need not reject biblical traditíon iñ order tó findprinciples which promote ecologically responsibre design (asis irnplicitry suggested by ran McHarg,- Desiqn with ñature
(Garden city, Nev/ York: The Nationar History Þress-, 1969),p" 26). This thesis attempts to demonstrãte that bibricaÍteaching does not necessitate a despotic form ofanthropocentrism but rather can offer guidance forecologically responsible design to those, who aie committedto its perspectives.

2Th" descriptj-on of the forlowinq exegetical approachis.losery based on oougras stuart, oId õestañent nxeclã-sis: ePrimer for students and pastorJ, second eaition(Philadelphia: Westminster press | 1,994)
3o"Ii*iting the unit under consideration (i.e. How muchcontext needs to be included to make discussion

meaningfuJ-?) " checking textuar notes in commentaries,footnotes ín versions etc.
4ûomparl-son

in commentaries.
Sconsiderati-on of the historical background andforeg'round as well- as the sociar, cultural anã geographicsetting. what did the passag:e say to its originaí read.ersor hearers?
6consj-deration of the riterary function and placement.

who was the author and to whom was the text direcLed? Howis it placed in relation to the rest of the book in which it
appears?

Ttdentification of literary form and structure (e"g.poetry, prose etc"). Consideration of patterns.
BAnalysis of significant grammatical issues.

of versions as well_ as transl_ations given
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gchecking key words in Bibre dictionaries andcommentaries and identification of special semantic
features 

"

lOAnalysis of the passage¡s reration to to rest of theScriptures; whether it is a quote or whether it is guoted orrestated elsewhere in the Bible"
11_AnaJ_ysl-s oï

resolved by the
contribution of the

12_--fnvestigation
about the passage.

specific theological issues raised. or
text. Ànal-ysis of the theological
passage

of what other interpreters have said
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2.0

CRTSTS

2.I Landscape Architecture and Values

Land has been described as becoming landscape when it
is considered in terms of its physiographic and

environmental- characteristics.l rt encornpasses, therefore,
more than sirnpry the soil or g'eographical area. rt incl_udes

the whore prethora of biotic (livinq) and abiotic
(non-living) factors in a hotocenotic (cornplete)

relationship with one another. Landscape varies in
accordance to these dynamic characteristics and includes, âs

well, the historic irnpact of humanity. rt is important to
note that man is part of the landscape, acting within it and

having an effect upon the other constituents (organj-c and

inorganic) iust as they effect one another. Therefore, the
landscape can be described as a reflection of the dynamic

interaction of natural and social systems.

Landscape architecture is the d.iscipline which concerns
itself with the pranning and design of the landscape in an

understanding of the natural_ and sociar systerns mentioned

above" ItPl-anningt, in this sense, impries an attitude to
l-and which considers the future; an approach which considers
the l-andrs inherent needs in relation to the demand. and

predicted needs of society. ¡f Design" refers to the
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qualitative and functionar organization of areas of land
which have been designated for a specific purpose through
the planning process" Thus, land.scape architecture can be

described as a merging of appried science and artÍstic
expression.

rt is generally recognized that the profession of
landscape architecture is of great sociat and ecological
importance and that decision making Ín the landscape design

and planning professions has significant ethical
implications. Through pranning, design and management, the
profession strives to promote better pubric hearth and

wel-fare and a strong commitment to resource conservationn

land stewardship and ecological responsibility"

2"2 Current Trends in Environmental Ethics

Ethics is considered as the realm of knowledge and

inquiry into what is right and wrong. Modern ethics has

traditionalì-y had an anthropocentric focus, concentrating
primarily on human action directed towards other humans. rt
is onry in more recent ethical discourse that attention has,

once again, been increasingly focused on human action
directed towards nature. This shift in emphasis is due,

largery, to the growing ar^rareness of the degradation which
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humans have infricted on the environment as werr as the ever

increasing impact which technorogy enabres them to have.

Although earlier historicar- antecedents do exist, the
theme of man-induced environmental- change did not receive
significant recognition until the mid-nineteenth century
which might be referred to as the first of four major eras
of environmentar concern. This first era centered around.

the works of individuals rike Henry D. Thoreau, John J.
Audubon and the American statesman and schorar George p"

Marsh" while they did not stimulate governmental action or
widespread national concern, these men aroused, enough

concern amongi thoughtful citizens to spark the beginnings of
the North American conservation movement-

The end of the nineteenth century sa\^/ the beginnings of
the second era of ecol-ogical concern. The significance of
this era lay in the fact that the first ripple of concern

over conservation finally reached beyond the North American

citizenry and received governmentar attention. As Donald w.

Cox explains:

Tlf ith the . closing of the frontier in l_g 9 O ,conservation publicists like John Muir and. John
Burroughs spurred president Theodore Roosevelt andhis chief forester, Gifford pinchot, to use theirpolitical por¡Ier to preserve for the comingqenerations the wirderless wonders that RoosevelÈ
had known in his youth"-
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The third era of conservation emerged. a generation
later in response to the Great Depression of the l-93ors.

Associated with the economic hardships of this time were the
winds which stripped the North American prains of their
topsoil and surface moisture and caused uncontrolred
flooding of some of the major rivers. The planting of
sherter-belt windbreaks and the practice of other
experimental- conservation measures vrere encouraged by

government departments as well as conservation-minded

org'anizations" rn canada, government-subsidized. tree
planting programs had been initiated in 1901 by the

Department of rnterior" rn 1935, however, the prairie Farm

Rehabilitation Adninistration (PFRA) was formed with the airn

of rehabilitating, through intensive conservation measures,

the worst affected areas of the drought and soir erosion
which resulted from the dust storms. Comparable

conservation services v/ere formed. in the united states.
I^Iith the onset of t{orld war rr, however, the nobre

conservation effort l-ost momentum with the exception of a

few Ioya1 organizations.

The l_950ts and 6Ors saw the re-emergence

environmental movement and a step towards

understanding which considered humanity as a part
natural environment rather than being external

of the

a new

of the

to it"
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Recognition was given to the fact that just. as moral varues

and norms directed the rnurti-faceted relationships among

people in social, political and. economic structures, so they
must be extended to incl-ude interaction v¡ith the natural
environment. This became an important aspect of what Ardo

Leopold caIled the rrl-and. ethic".3 Leopold's rand ethic
insisted on the development of a deep and abiding respect
for nature and the af f irrnation of the natural worl-d's right
for continued existance.

The subsequent writings of the past three or four
decades have an ever more urgent tone" They have not onry
sounded a prophetic warning of irnpending death and.

destructíon, but also have continued Leopoldrs cal_l for the
need to develop and clearly articurate a new ethici in
essencer ân act of repentance. The heightened sense of
urgency in the need for change is evj-dent in A" s. Bougheyrs

]-975 observations.

Ìlithin the past twenty years it has becomeapparent that r\re have produced too many people,
too many pollutants, too much waste, Loó manypoisons, too much stress. At the same tj-me we
have too Iittle food, energy, shelter, education,
health and understanding" we are sguandering ourglobal resources, fossil_ fuel_s, mj_nera1 óres,productive l_ands, wi1d1ife, air, water, landscâpe,
wilderness, and biotic diversity. Disaster loãmson every horizon, both for oçr or¡/n population and
f or the ecosystems r/se occupy. =
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Different writers have emphasized different elements in
what has been characterized as ttthe ecological crisisr:
population size and growth, resource depretion, pollution,
species diversity and loss of wil-derness. The Ehrlichs have

focused on population size and rate of growth.

The explosive growth of the human population isthe most significant terrestrial event of the past
mil-lion mill-enia.. " no geographical- event in a
billion years...has posed a threat to terrestrial
life comparable to that of human overpopul_ati_on.5

Rachel- carson stressed porrution, with speciar emphasis on

ner¡/ f orms of pollution caused by pesticides 
"

The most alarming of al_l- manrs assaults upon the
environment is the contamination of airl earth,
rivers, and sea with dangerous and even lethal
material. The pollution is for the most part
irrecoverable; the chain of evi_l it initiates not
only ín the world that must support 1ife, but i6
living tissues is for the most párt irreversibl_e.

!,Ihi1e these and other writers have focused. on specific
erements, they agree on the fact and importance of the

interconnectedness of the various factors. This has led to
a related but srightry different approach from that of
Leopoldrs frland ethicrr"

Much of the more recent ethicar discourse is rooted in
a scientific model which, âs ran McHarg points out, sees the
human rel-ationship to nature,

" " "as an evolutionary process which responds to
laws, which exhibits dj-rection, and wfricfr issubject to the final test of survival...nature
includes an intrinsic value system in r¡rhich the
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currency is energy and the inventory is matter andits cycles the oceans, the hyãrologic cycle,
life-forms and their ro1es, the co-õpearãtive
mechanisms which life haE developed and, not least
their genetic potential"'

such a concept has 1ed to an approach which has been

cal-Ied the I'ecological ethicrr" As Henrik Aay points out, to
und.erstand this ethic it is important to see that the
ecological view is both a movement dedicated to the
restoration of the vital- importance of the biophysicar world

in human affairs, and a method of analysis, a way of seeing

the world around. us in its complex interrerationships"S
This view seeks to emphasize that the biosphere is a complex

of interrelationshíps among prants, animals, soir, air and

water" This biologicat complexity is considered to be what
j-nsures its biologi-cal existence and its ability to adapt to
change. Humanity's atternpt to reduce the complexity of the
biosphere causes it to become ress stabre and more prone to
extinction. Regarding human interference with natural
processes, the ecological view stresses that each and every

action affects the naturar world and. that l-ocalized human

activities trigger a chain of actions and reactions
throughout the entire biosphere"

Both the l-and ethic and the ecological ethic rely on a

rejection of the modern scientífic worrd. view which had

postulated a cornplete qualitative distinction between humans
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They night be perceived. as examples of a nev¡

rrrealitytt which

two environmental

scientific world view" The j_mage of
they portray can be considered in
paradigms which characterize the L970ts.

The first is the metaphor I'spaceship Earthrl Kenneth

Boulding is the principal architect of this term. He

suggests that the time has come to replace our wastefur
rrcowboy economyrr of the past with the frugar rrspaceship

economyrt required for continued survival in the rimited
world hre nov/ see ourselves to be irr.10 The concept of
spaceship earth has received widespread support through the
works of several key proponents including Buckrninster

Ful1er. rn essence, this approach views the earth as a

cl-osed system (space capsule) whose viabirity depends on the
proper functioning of a1r the interrerated parts. The

concept rests on several basic assumptions. Although the
earth contains surpruses, j-ts resources are finite. Each

change within the bioshpere of the spaceship must be viewed

in terms of its totar effect on the whore system. Just as

the safety of a space capsure relies on the proper

functioning of all its parts, and its life support system as

well as the recycling of basic necessities (air, water,
food) so in the same manner, earth must be technologicalry
managed.
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There is no cal] here to turn the technologicalclock back; rather, technofogy must be extenaãA tomonitor and suqçrvise the proper functioning ofthe biosphere"

The concept of spaceship earth crearly provides a

technologicar ptanning solution for the environmental_

crisis. rt is worth noting that this view is primarily that
of the scientist or the government official rather than that
of the public" rt relies somewhat heavily on technological
optimism as wel-l as centrarized governmental manag:ement,

both of which have inherent theoreticar and practical
problems. since technology has been recog.nized as one of
the major forces contributing to the environmental crj-sis,
there is growing sceptj-cism that a rtechnofix, solution is
the appropriate solution to the problem. This view is
characterized by Aayts response

". "those who favour a technological solution stirr
dream the wet dream of scientific control ofreality. An engineering solution wourd mean thatwe duplicate, in a technological wây, theorg'anization now found in the naiural worlã. sucna prospeç!, in my view, is as hazardous as doingnothing. -

Aay identifies a second contemporary paradignr which he

characterízes by the metaphor rsimple earthr. This metaphor

forms the theoretical framework for a number of rather
diverse groups, two of which are of particular interest.
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a) The personality ideal: the natural_ists

This groupts prime objective can be g'enerali-zed as one

establishing an existential- sense of identity with
dependence on the natural worl_d "

The natural world, in this group's view, is thelocus of meaning for man; it reveals to him who herealIy is, and how he must act. It gives him a
sense of wonder and dignity, a fçeling of "joie devivrert, and a sense of purpose.t'

rt is considered essentiar, therefore, that humans must

continually come in contact wíth the natural worrd, or at
least on a few occasions during the year" Thus the natural
world is seen, in the tRomanticr sense, âs a means of
trrecharging" the human spirit and providing the sense of
purpose reguired in coping with the daily dehumanized urban

existance. This group seeks to protect wilderness from the
encroachment of civilization while at the same time, trying
to transform civilization into ttsimple earthr in so far as

possible without. destroying the level of propriety. Aay¡s

críticism of this form of the concept of rsimpre earthr is
that it,

". "has not in any central- way confronted theprevailing commodity interpretation of environment
that is in the driverts seat in North America.
Nature, rather than a source of meaning isactually only a form of psychic renewal. It is anescape hatchrf,or the complexities of contemporary
urban living.'

of

a
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Biological/Ecological Determinism:
scientists

The natural

I{hile the personality ideal is perhaps more closery
associated with the ethos of Leopordrs land ethic,
bioì-ogical or ecological determinism is more directly arried
with the ecological ethic" rt presupposes the ecological

model described earrier, which sees the value of nature as

lying primaríIy in the factoriat relatíonships of ecology.

Using an understanding of these relationships and the rrlawsr

of nature which giovern them, as a basis, some ecorogical
ethicists have sought to deverop generar principles which in
turn form a basis for ecorogical policy or d.ecision making.

The application of these prínciples in the design and

planning process has resulted in the name rrecological

determinismr¡, a tern made popular by American randscape

architect and planner Ian McHarg.

In his book, Desicrn with Nature, McHarg: has

demonstrated how the principres of ecologicar d.eterminism

can guide a workabl-e, systematic planning process for
decision-making ín the landscape design and environmental

planning professíor,=.16 This thesis affirms the positive
contribution which McHargts rrecologicar methodt has made

to the profession and recognizes his book as a randmark.

However, it challenges his cl-aim that Judeo-christian

beliefs are incompatible with ecologically responsibre
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decision-making and that bibrical teaching necessarily
encourages environmental despotism. This thesis
hypothesizes that the seeds of a sound foundation for
environrnental- ethics can be found within Judeo-christian
tradition" rt presupposes, that if seen in the right of
contemporary environmental- issues and concerns, âs welr as

the ecological understanding of humanity's interdependence

with the natural- world., these seeds can be brought to
fruition and can serve as a biblical basis for ethical_

conduct which is complimentary to rather than incompatible
with the kind of conduct which is fostered by proponents of
the rtecological- method. rl

2 "3 Expfgring the cuttural Basis for the EnvironmentalCrisis

Before searching the bibr-ical canon for the seeds of an

environmental- so]ution, it is important to consider the
extent to which Judeo-chrístian tradition may be held
responsible for the present envíronmentar crisis and in what

sense it might be associated with other cultural variables.
Lynn white, another, critic of the Jud.eo-christian tradition
has put forth the sinplistic hypothesis that this tradition
is at the root of the environmentar crisis, with science and

technorogy serving merely as the means of exploitation. 16

This hypothesis is il-lustrated in nig r" Another writer
that has taken a position sirnilar to I^Ihite¡s and McHarg r s is
Arnold ToynbeelT.
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I IT IIIJudeo- \ science and \ nn"irãnmentalChristian- technotogy 

- 

degradationtradition
FÍg " 1-

rn an attempt to reject the over-simpricity of !,ihite¡s
thesis, Lewis Moncrief explores how its religious aspect,

in conjunction with a complex of scientific, economic,

poriticaÌ and social- factors, has formed a curtural basis
for the environmental crisis" Although the graphic
presentation of Moncrief's argument (Fig " 2) is also
presented in a rather sirnpristic manner, it serves as a good

starting point for understanding the culturar basis for the
environmental crisis since it. id.entifies some of the major

forces which have influenced how humanity deaÌs with the
naturar environment" vlhire model-s such as these are crude

and grossry over-simprified pictures of historicar reality,
they are valuable as graphíc irlustrations of our thought
processes and presuppositions.

III
L) Capitalisrn (with L)

Judeo- r the attendant \ 2'l
christian-j development ot 

-) 

¡i
tradition / science and , ¿)

2) Dernocratizatlon

Fig" 2

TIT
Urbanization
Inc. $¡ealth \
Inc. population-)
Individual resource/
ownershJ.p

IV

Environmental
degradation
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Moncriefrs drawing is inconsistent with his text in the
sense that his drawing, like Ìrlhiters, suggests that
Judeo-christian tradition is ultimately at the root of the
envi-ronmental crisis whereas his text states that

" " "at best, Judeo-Christian tradition has had onlyan indirect effect on the treatment of our
environment.. "the l-ink between Judeo-christian
tradition and the proposed dependent vaçiabres
certainly have the least empirical support. to

The major inconsistency appears to be in the manner in which

the diagram illustrates the relationships between the
variabres" Moncrief states that the second and third phases

of his model (Fig" 2) are common to many parts of the world
whil-e the first is not. This position is al_so taken by

individuals such as Rene Dubosl9 and R. V. young.2o He

thereby implies that the latter three phases are not
entirely dependent on the first" yet the rinear arrangement

and the arrov/s seem to suggest that the same direct causal_

relationship exists between each of the four phases. rf we

accept Moncriefts argument that .Tudeo-Christian tradition
only influences the other variables indirectì-y, then the
moder should be re-org.anized with capitalisrn, science and

technol-ogy and democratization as the causal factors, for
these are the forces which Moncrief is suggesting: are more

directry at the root of the environmentar crisis"
Judeo-christian tradition could be drawn along side as a
possible indirect infruence, for it does not necessitate al-l
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of the other factors, nor are those other factors wholly
dependent on Judeo-christian trad.ition. The rore of
Judeo-christian tradition, in this case, can be consid.ered

as one of having been used historicalry to legitimize the
developrnent of capitalism, science, technology and

democratization. More arro\^/s woul_d al-so be regui-red to show

that each variable or group of variabl_es not only affects
the one which follows, but al-so the ones which preceed it"
For exampfe, capitalism and modern science have an effect on

the modern interpretation of Judeo-christian traditj_on, just
as urbanization and increased wealth influence the direction
of science and technology. Moncriefrs diagram courd thus be

re-organized as shown in Fig. 3 in order to more crearry
il-l-ustrate the complex and d.ynamic relationship between the
various proposed factors which form the basis for the
environmental crisis.

1)
2)

Capitalisn (with " l-)
Development of \ z¡
science and / l)
technology 4)
Dernocratization

AT. 
'-DJudeo-Christian

tradition

Fig. 3

Urbanizatíon
Inc. r,realth
Inc. population
Individual resource
ownership

III
Envlronrnental
degradatÍon

3)
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The extent to which Judeo-Christ.ian tradition resulted
in Lhe scientific revol-ution and the development of
capitalÍsm, which occurred. at about the same time, has been

the subject of great debate" rn the case of capitalisrn, the
Protestant Reformation undeniably undermined. the authority
not only of the medieval church, but arso of the feudaf
Iords" As such, it created a context more conducive to such

a socio-economic and political institution as capítatism.
Even if a critic is unwirl-Íng to accept the furr extent to
which Max weber has suggested that cal_vinist protestantism

led to capitarism, it ís clear that this movement represents
at least a kind of reinterpretation of preceeding

Judeo-christian traditions in a socio-poritical- climate more

receptive of this nehr economic form. Calvinism clearly
prornoted the sense of liberation from the bondage of the
feudal economy which resulted in a reinterpretation of
christian tradition which sought to legitimize if not
stímurate the materialistic drive necessary for the growth

of capitalism.

Although the protestant Reformation triggered the
beginning of the socio-political change in Europe, it \,ras

not until- after the French Revolution that wide-spread
democracy and liberalism became prevalent. These conditions
created ner,s channel-s of social mobility which theoretically
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made more T¡¡ealth avairabl-e to the people. Thus, ít provided
a suitable environment for a secular capitaristic society,
based on sel-f-interest and maximization, to emerge"

fn specj-fic terms, this revolution involved aredistribution of the means of prod.uction and areal-l-ocation of the natural and human resourcesthat ^t7. an j_ntegral part of the production
process.

Again, the rel-ationships between Judeo-christian
tradition and democracy, with its assocÍated concepts of
liberty, eguality and fraternity, is more complex than a

simple one-T¡¡ay cause-effect arrow inight indicate.
Even though the revolution was partially
perpetrated in the guise of overthrowing thecontrol- of presumably christian institutions andof destroying the infl-uence of God. over the mindsof men, still it woul_d be superficíal to arguethat Christi_anity did not influence tñisrevolution. After alÌ, biblical teaching is oneof the strongest pronouncernentç concerning: humandignity and individual- worth. "

As with capitalism the rer-ationship of democracy and

christian tradition appears to be one of interpretation and

reinterpretation as the feed-back arrows in Fig. 3 suggest.

Ànother major force in the environmental_ crisis, which

to an extent, r^ras infruenced by and arso has an ínfruence on

Judeo-christian teachings, hras the deveropment of modern

science and technology" while this issue wil_1 receive
greater attention in the following chapter, it is important
to consider it here as welr. The development of modern
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science and technology has its origins during the j_6th and

l-7th centuries. This development rested upon the great
emphasis on rationality and human reason, whích had

characterized Renaissance humanism. central_ to the modern

world view was the philosophy forrnul-ated by Rene Descartes

which was based on a duarism between the one and only
thinking subject (the human individuar), and. external
objects (nature) " This reductionistic theory d.eveloped into
an ontology of entities which has characterized mod.ern

thought ever since"

rt might v¡erl be argued that the popularízation of this
modern paradigm in a society, which until then had seen

nature as an organic, teleological whole, relied to some

extent on a humanistic interpretation of biblical teaching"

under this reinterpretation, the glory and honor of God and

the lordship of christ were played down as was the belief
that all creation (human and non-human) possesed its o\,ùn

God-given goodness and glorified his name. what was

emphasized was that humans r4rere placed tabover all creation,
that they were created in ther¡image of Godr¡and were given
trdominionrr over all the earth and commanded to rfsubd.uerr it"
Thus it was inferred that by their reason, humans were

themselves semi-divine while nature on the other extreme was

merely composed of inert objects to be control-red and

exploited for human use. Human reason expressed as
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ttapplied¡r knowledge was the means of thator

Humanityts mechanj-caI inventions, which hrere designed

as a physical extension of its self-directed wiIl, gave it
ever more pov/er and control over the natural environment and

increased productivity" Both lrihite and Moncrief acknowledge

the irnportance of the industrial revol-ution.

With the revolution the productive capacity of
each worker was amplified by several times hispotential- prior to the revolution. It al_so became
feasible to produce goods that weqç not previously
producible on a commercial sca1e."

Thus, the contemporary terms by which technol_ogical_

control is expressed, are exploitation of resources, maximum

production and the ultimate goar of rationar productive
efficiency" This mechanistic worl-d view makes clear the
threat posed against a natural environrnent which consists of
limited resources and. capacity to absorb techno-industriat
by-products "

rt is interesting to observe how democracy, capitalism,
modern liberarism and science and technol-ogy aIr J_egitimize

one another and how they co-operate in generating the other
variabres iltustrated in Figs. 2 & 3. As Moncrief points
out, $fith the integration of the d.emocratic and the
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...technoIogicaI ideals, the increased wealth
began to be distributed more eguitably among thepopulation" In addition, âs the capital to land
ratio increased in the production process and the
demand g:revr for labor to work in factories, largepopulations from the agrarian hinterlands began,to
concentrate in the emerging industrial citieè.'*

This started the pattern of urbanization which has continued

in uncontrol-led development up to the present.

Another variable, the ever increasing affluence for a

growing portion of the population, led to an increased

demand for goods and services. Accompanying this increase

in wealth was the usual waste associated with the processes

of production and consurnption" This has been arnprified by

the fact that these wastes are novr, more than ever, disposed

of in dangerously high concentrations due to the high
density of development j_n urban areas.

As the world popuration has increased, urban centres
have become even more concentrated and a greater demand has

been placed on production and exproitation of natural
resources" rn addition, the past century has seen a steady

increase in real and median incomes. Arl of these factors
contribute to the problem of environmentat degradation

through the accompanying excess of firth and refuse.
Moncrief notes that a strong trend toward democratization
was also evident very early in the struggle for nat.ionhood.

He implies that the transfer of the concept of democracy as
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embodied in French thought, to North America during
colonization 

'nras 
the major step in the direction of private

land ownership, which is another of the variables. The

development of private land ownership \^/as a very srow

process in Europe whereas,

rn America"..national- poricy from the outset wasdesigned to convey ownerènip ór tne rand and othernatural resources into the hands of its citizenry.
Thomas Jefferson v/as perhaps more influentiat incrystarizing thiE^ philosophy in the new nationthan anyone else.o-

Jefferson wrote that rthe earth is given as aconmon stock for man to labor and. live on. r This
corlmon stock shourd best be d.istributed as wideryas possible, because ilthe smal-1 land.-holders arethe most precious part of the state .tt¿o

The point which Moncrief makes is that through
democracy, the nationrs naturar resources fell under the
contror not of a few aristocrats but rather went to many

citizens" Às a resurt, the decisions which urtirnately
destroy the environment are made not only by public
officials, corporations and engineers but by, mil1íons of
private ov/ners of natural resources.

George Grant suggests that North Arnerica is arso unlike
Europe in that it never had any other traditions besides an

optimistic spirit of technological progress, expansion and

the conguest of nature.
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The older empires had some residual traditions
from before the age of progress - the French more,the British l_ess" The United States is the onlysoci-ety that has none" The American supremacy i;identified with the berief that" " "Lrre rnostirnportant human activity is the pursuit of those
sciences which isEBe in the congueèt of human and
non-human nature.''

Moncrief, like Frederick Jackson Turner, aJ-so believed that
the American spirit of conquest and expansion, which was

facilitated by technological progress, was born out of the
hiestern frontier"

Many of the natural resources that are no\¡¡ highly
valued were originarly perceived more as obstaðres
than as assets" Forests needed to be cleared. toperrnit farrning" Marshes needed to be drained.
Rívers needed to be control-red. wildlife often
represented a competitive threat in addition tobeing a source of food. Sod was considered a
nui-sance - to be burned, plowed, or otherwi
destroyea to-peiiit"iä"=irabl-e, use of the runa.ãE

These obstacles all stood in the way of human control. This
frontier thesis drew the sharp distinction between what is
nature and what is cul-ture, what is savage and what is
civil-ized" rt was seen as an obligation to tame arl that
h¡as wild and control all that was free. Another closery
associated perception r,,¡as

inexhaustible" This was

that of resources as being

a prevalent attitude until the
closing of the frontier, when the first rippl-e of the
conservationist movement reached the Vühite House in 1890 and

stimurated government action under the guidance of Theodore

Roosevelt and Gifford pinchot"
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Having examined some of the proposed variabres making

up the curturar basis for the environmental crisis, it
appears that there is some validity to Moncrief's scepticism
of the sirnpricity of white t s mod.el-. Moncrief rs ef forts
might be viewed as a defence of Judeo-christian tradition
with respect to its association with environmenta]

degradation "

This thesi-s shares Moncriefrs view that the extent and

manner in which white has held Judeo-christian tradition
reponsible for the environmental crisis is unwarranted" Àt
the same time, however, it appears that, in some wây, each

of the culturar variables identified by Moncrief has sought

to legitimize itself through that tradition or relied on it
in some way to create a socio-economic and political context
in which it could develop and eventuarly manifest itsetf ín
a secularized form which no longer recognized. such

fundamental biblical principles as the foÌlowing:
r-) land ultimately belongs to God. and therefore is not

truly an owned cornmodity;

2) people are stewards of God's gift (the Land) and are to
act in Godrs best interests i^¡hích also inplies the best

interests of his chirdren to ¡qhom the creator has al_so

willed the land;29
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3) nature comes from God, cannot be apart, from God, and is

capable of bearing the t'glorytt of eod.30

This thesis does not, however, argue that western
environmentaf despotism has in no vray been infruenced by

ecoÌogically problematic interpretatj-ons of biblical
teaching. rn the forlowing chapter, the association of
Judeo-Christian tradition v¡ith the environmental cri-sis wil_1

be expJ-ored further, by way of a discussion of problematic
interpretive positions.
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3 " O HTSTORTCAL PROBLEMS TN THE INTERPRETATION OF THE

GOD-MAN-NATURE ÎHEME

As \^ras pointed out in the previous chapter,
representatives from various fields incruding ecology,
philosophy and history have suggested that western societyrs
environmental degradation is associated with interpretations
of the biblical portrayal of humanityrs relationship with
the natural worrd" The present thesis supports Lewis

Moncriefrs rejection of the sirnplistic hypothesis put forth
by Lynn white Jr. that the tradition of bibrical faith is
the singre most important cause of the westrs current
environmental crisis"

This is al-most surely an exaggeration, and Lewis
Moncrief is surely correct in arguing that it is
in add.ition a dangerous exaggeratiån because those
who accept it at face value wi1l 1ikely miss the
significance of other, more j_mportant causes. He
argiues convincingly for several v/ays in which
capitalism, democracy, urbanization, affluence,
overpopulation, and private possession of
resources all contribute in \Â/ays çelatively
unconnected with our religious herit.age.r

At the same time, horarever, this thesis shares Mill_ard

schumakerrs concern that apologists for Judeo-christianity
should not accept Moncrief's defence too quickly. 'rIn
addition to the non-rel-igious factors Moncrief has

discussed, there are also some clearly and distinctly
religious contributions to the problem. r,2
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This thesis argues that the problems in environmental-

ethics (both christian and securar) stem from conceptual
errors" That is to say that they are based on probrematic
concepts of nature and its rel_ationship to cod and humanity,
which tend to regitimize human d.espotisrn. vùhile this
chapter does not intend to provide exhaustive documentation
of the historicar interpretive problems in the
God-man-nature themer3 it offers a sarnpring of some of the
major interpretive issues which have, to varying degrees,
contributed to the current diremma in environmentar ethi_cs.
Among the types of interpretive problems which will be

addressed are those which: 1) promote a dualism between the
physical and metaphysicar realm, thereby alienating God from
the naturaL world; 2) evoke a perception of the natural
world as being inherently evil i 3) encourage

anthropocentrism and the dualism between humanity and the
naturar world; and 4) objectify and secul_arize nature on the
basis of that dualism, ultimately leading to a nihiristic
perception of nature" rt shoul-d be noted that the yardstick
by which the j-nterpretive issues in this chapter are
measursed ís drawn from the fol-lowing two chapters.

The interpretive problems will be discussed. under three
generar time periods: t-) The pre-Modern period (from the
time of the earry christian church, through the Middre
Ages), 2) the transition between medieval and modern times
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(the rise of Renaissance humanism and the protestant

Reformation), and 3) the Modern period (frorn the beginnings

of modern science and the Age of Enrightenment, into the age

of mechanization and the nineteenth century coarition of
science and technology) 

"

"l_

"1"1-

J

3

The Pre-Modern Period

Any discussion on the bibricar interpretation of the
earry christian church must acknowledge the Greek

philosophical context in which that interpretation took
prace. To the philosophicalry oriented Greeks, the content
of the Hebrew scriptures (oId Testament) v/ere of little
interest" They contained stories of a physicarly dependent

existence," a humanity created from the earth, the promise of
a land to God¡s people, sal-vation from physicar oppression,

the provision of daily bread and water to a wandering

people, etc" " For the well- educated Greek mind such things
$/ere of little signif icance intell-ectually, much l-ess

spiritually.

Àrnong the numerous schools of philosophy that
flourj-shed in the creco-Roman world, the most infruential
was that system which is associated i,,rith plato (427-347

B"C") a pupil of Socrates.
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The leading doctrine of platonism is the view thattrue reality is found, not in the objects ofsense, but in the rrideart or rfoïmrr v¡fricn liesbehind each class of objects and of which they arebut unsubstantial shadows. By grasping andparticipating in the eternal formsl wrti"n Éelongto the higher worId, the soul attains its truãwell-being and is lifted. above the flux ofrrbecoming. tr The soul t s eternal home is in theworld beyond the senses, whereas the bodv with.itssensual l-ife is but its prisonhouse and lrave.a

stoicisrn \^/as another infl-uential philosophical system

founded by Zeno of citium in cyprus (approx. 336-263 B.c.).
Central to its teaching was the belief that:

Pervading the whole of the material order isdivine Reason, and mants duty is to live in accordwith this Reason or Naturãl Law. The sour- is adivine spark or seed of the universar- Reason,imprisonea within the body. Man, thanks to hissouI, can rise above ad.verse circumstances and inthe face of"difficulties can maintain a dignified.tranquil-ity. -

rrnpricit in this was the stoic belief that the irrationat
exists only for the sake of the rational, thus permitting
humans to do with non-human nature as they pleased with no

moral constraint.6

A third significant system which evolved as a

phirosophicar/religious rnovement was Gnosticism. rt became

a prominent force during the first two centuries of the
christian era and reached its climax in the third century.
The Gnosticsr fundamental- conviction v/as that the earth and

everything within it is eviI. Thus, they stressed an
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antithesis between the material and. the spiritual universe.
rrThe spiritual element in man could receive redernption only
through gnosis, ¡spiritual enlightenmentr' which was

supposedly revealed knowledge of God and the origin and

destiny of mankind.,,7 Hans Jonas summarizes the Gnostic
distinction between hurnanity and the natural worl_d as

follows:

Gnosticism...removes man, in virtue of hisessentiar .belonging to another realm, from all
sameness with the world, which now is noi.ning butbare ttworldrt' and confronts hin wíth its toi,alityas the absolute different. Apart from hi;accessory outer layers contributed by the world,
man by his inner nature is acosmic; to such a one,aÌ] the world is indifferently alien. Irlhere thereis ultirnate otherness of origin, there can bekinship, neither with the wñole nor any part ofthe universe. The serf is kindred onry Êo- otherhuman selves in the world and to the
transmundane God, with whom the non-mundane centerof the sel-f can enter into communication. ö

Like the other two phirosophicar systems, the Gnostic
message of an alien God and an evil earth stood as a
challenge to biblical faith.

since it was largely to a Greek populace that the earry
christian church sought to proclaim the gospel, íts
evangelists often atternpted to explain the good ner^/s of
salvation in terms that \Àrere intelligible and meaningful to
their philosophically oriented 1isteners. Thus,

interpreters were led to explaín the Scriptures
of the most sophisticated forms of rnetaphysical

many early

in the terms

discussion
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of theír tirne. unfortunately, the bibricar message of
redemption, as a holistic hearing of the comprete

God-man-nature relationship, easily becarne distorted into an

esoteric faith which understood salvation ín terms of rÍsing
above and beyond the world of nature.9

Although selected passages in the Bibre courd and were

extracted ín order to convey a rrgospelrr which had a siinilar
tone to the abstract rtother-worldlyrr systems of Greek

thought, such interpreters faced enormous problems in
reconciling these systems of thought with the wider
canonical- context " Marcion (d. l-6 o A. D. ) , f or example,

adhered to Gnostic thinking when he introduced his theory of
two Gods.lo For Marcion, it was impossible to consider the
rrmalevolentrt God v¡ho created the worrd (which the Gnostics
believed to be evil-) to be the same God who is the father of
Jesus christ who redeems humanity rrfrom the world.rr Marcion

rejected the ol-d Testament as a christian book and also
rejected the parts of the New Testament whose authority, in
his opinion rested upon their reference to the ol-d

Testament.

Another, somewhat less radical, contortion which some

interpreters used to give a rrspiritualrr meaning to otherwise
rrmeani-ngless, physicar'r stories was alregory. phiLo used

allegory for apologetic reasons in order to demonstrate that
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the insights of Judaism, properry understood, do not differ
from the highest insight of Greek phirosophy" As a guide to
the application of allegorical thought he believed that

". "there are certain situations in which theliteral sense of a passage must be denied. rn themost common instance of this denial, passages
containing anything unwortþy of God. müst beinterpreted allegoricalÌy. . . "

An example of such aÌregorization is found in the teachings
of origen (ca" a9s-2s4 A.D"). rn criticising origen,
rshordad took issue with his suggestion that the psalms and.

Prophets who spoke about the captivity and. return of the
people of rsrael- ought to be understood as the captivity of
the soul from truth and its return to faith.12 For those

such as origen, who had a low opinj-on of the material world,
allegory was a means of reconciling the physicar, material
aspects of biblicar revelation with the acosmic metaphysics

of Greek thought.l3

rt shourd not be assumed that the influence of Greek

thought went unchecked in the earry christian church. whil-e

the anti-cosmic infl-uence of such individuals as Marcion and

origen is stil-l apparent today, they met with harsh
opposition from the early church. Marcionrs theory of two

Gods led to his rejection as a heretic. The same fate was

shared by origen whose use of alÌegory obscured Godrs

revelatory activity in the rnaterial world. Early historical
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exegetes referred to him as r¡the impious origen of
Alexandria Iwhose allegoricar exegesis] " ".leads to impiety,
blasphemy and falsehood. "14 Among the probrematic aspects

of origents theology was the heavy influence of the stoic
view that the irrational exists only for the sake of the

- t-5raEl-onal- "

one of the most noteworthy early christian defenders of
the faith who took up the challenge of assirnilation with
Hel-lenistic thought r¡ras rrenaeus (ca. r3o-2oo A. D" ) " rn
particurar, he took issue with the anticosmic duarisrn of the
Gnostics and others such as origen. rn d.escribing the heart
of rrenaeusr motives for his opposition, paul santmire
suggests that

As a defender of the faith and a witness to itspromise, Irenaeus could not countenance theGnostics' rejection of the creator God of the ol-d
Testament, nor their postulate of an entirelyalien, passive deity who r,¡as utterly removed fromthe material order of every day exþerience, nor

:|;å:.1_6scorn 
and rejection of that maÈerial

rnstead, rrenaeus suggested that the scriptures revealed the
world of nature as humanityts God-given home which was

blessed, embraced and cared for by the very God. who took on

flesh in order to redeem a farren humanity, thereby also
initiating a final renewal of the whole creation.

Irenaeusrs theology, at i_ts deepest levels, is anexposition of what can be called creation history.His thought begins with a picture of Godrs act ofbringing the wñole creatio-n into being, t; iire 
"nA
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that God rnight bring a1l he has created. to final
fulfil-lrnent, through an all-encompassing history.
In the niddle of this comprehensive creation
history, frenaeus then sees the figure of the
Incarnate lford who as the eternal Logos,
together with the Spirit of God is the
ever-present Iife-giving principle of creatíon
history and who -- as the Logos become flesh --
moves the world creation decisively toward thegoal fuffilfing the original divine intention
for creation.t'

rt is worth noting that in contrast to the anticosmic

theorogies of origen and Marcion, the theorogical framework

of rrenaeus shows a much greater continuity and

inter-relationship between the ol-d. and. New Testaments. rt
dears with an active God who interacts with his v¡hore

creation (human and non-human) throughout history, from its
inception to its final fulfil-ment"

3 " l-. 2 Medieval Al-legorization: A1íenation From Nature

The early Middle Àges vrere characterized by poritical
instability, widespread viol-ence and a scarcity of resources

required for survival" rn describing the perception of the

natural world during this tinre, the historian charles wood

wrote:

I^Iith low population, scattered settlements, and
impenetrabl-e forests, Europe was not a place which
easily gave rise to the notion that man r.¡as the
master of his environment. On the contrary the
immensity of an untamed nature made it appear thatpeople, far from controlling the wofld around
them, v¡ere in fact held i-n thrall by it.'o

rt was a time which was characterized by fear and. anxiety.
rnstead of affirming nature¡s beauty and divine glory as was
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done by rrenaeus and also by the mature Augustine, the
generar understanding of nature during these centuries
followed in the vein of origen's anticosmic arregorization.
The natural world v¡as conceived primarily as a system of
symbols, pointing toward human virtues or to other-worldl_y
mysteries of human redemption. Thus, the Middle Àges sav¡

the presence of numerous moralizing handbooks on the
interpretation of animats, plants and. rocks to ídentify
their symbolic meaning=.19 As Glacken observes, the
medieval significance of the ant ray in its representation
of high standard of prudence and industry. The beers
service to humans carried íts own moral exampre because it
labours for others; ress enthusiasm, however, was shown for
the spider, whose physical appearance symbolized

sel-f-centeredness " sirnÍlar morals hrere drawn from

observations of the habits of the âsp, the d.og and the
fox.20 The latter, for some, sti]l symbolizes slyness in
our time. while the material worrd was considered to have

symbolic meaning, the value of nature in this allegorical
sense, fay in its representation of something other than
itself. Às we have already seen in the discussion of
origents thought, allegory vras often used as a means of
establishing a basis for a relationship between the physical
worrd and the trspiritu¿1tt (metaphysicar) realm, whi ch was

otherwise thought to be tenous or d.iscontinuous.2l Thus, it
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seems that, in a sense, the duarism and alienation of
nature, which had characterized the allegorization of orígen
persisted in the Middle Àges.

santrnÍre observes that the anti-cosmic schema of origen
vlas essentially reproduced by John the scot (ca. gLo-77) |
who taught that

God had not originally intended his creative power
to descend down the hierarchy of being as fár ascorruptible matter. The human creáture hadoriginally been intended by God. to ^have aspiritual body onJ_y, without animal needs.,,

Accordingry, John envisioned redemption as involving the
complete erimination of physical matter and, in the vein of
origen¡s thought¡ ân acosmic resurrection of the body to a

wholly spiritualized, sexless state"23

This medieval trend of allegorization of, and

alienation from, nature was counterbaranced by severar other
medieval influences which stressed a more d.eepry rooted
continuity between the dívine and the created. one of these
r¡ras the influence of Aristoterian thinking, especially as it
r,vas expressed in the theology of Thomas Àguinas. unlike
Platonism, whose doctrine, âs lre have already discussed,

herd that true reatity or meaning is not found in the
materiar world (objects of sense) but in the idea,
Aristotel-ian thinking suggested a more teleorogical
perception of the natural worrd. This perception rras one in
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which the world of nature was filred with purpose, vitality
. )Land meaning"'= InIe may note that this meaning went beyond

mere allegorical syrnbolism" Clarence Glacken d.escrj-bes the
general characteristics of Àristotle¡s teleorogy as folrows:

Everything is done for an end.; the cosmos,although eternal, is the result of planning.
Recurrences in the cosmic order are evidènces ofplan and purpose and thus of artisanship.zs

santmire and Glacken have observed. that the influence of
Aristotre is a thoroughgoing one in Thomas Aquinasr surnma

Theologi"u.26 wnile Thomas¡ is a rather complex and also
ambiguous theology of nature, the teleorogical perception of
nature as doing nothing in vain, characteristic of
Aristotlers thought, is also evident in Thomasr. !.Ie can see

this in the nature of his assertion that

"..the universe must be l-ooked upon as an organic
who1e, each of whose parts exists for its- o\^rnparticular end...Nature is not a reflection ofsin; the cosmos, a creation of.Çod, refl_ects hisglory and proves his goodness.''

Another influence whose effect rnight be considered as a
counterbalance to those medieval perceptions which promoted

alienation from nature is that of western monasticism. rn
particurar, hre shal-1 take note of the Benedictine tradition,
which has been celebrated by scholars such as Rene Dubos and

Lewis Mumford as an example for ecological responsÍbility
and creative, informed stewardship.23 This tradition has

formed the basis of Dubos' claim that, Judeo-christian
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peopres T¡/ere among the first to develop a larg'e-scale and

pervasive concern for land management and an ethic of
,r.trr.".29 santmire characterizes the Benedictine spirit as

a practical befriending of nature, and wil1 to
work with nature for the sake of human betterment
within a divinely ordered cosmos. The wasteland
of the early yiddle Ages in this sen56, in the
Benedictine mind, had become a g'arden.'-

Practicar befriending suggests an idea of mutual

ínterdependence. The Benedictine view can be seen as one in
which the wortd of nature fulfir]ed human need whire at the
same time the Bened.ictine steward cared for Godrs worId.31

Gl-acken observes that saintriness, in medi-evar practice of
the lVest as the East, v¡as associated with kind.ness to

înJÁanimars"-- The same conclusions can be drawn from c. w"

Humers collection of medievar Roman liturgy r+hich contains

various benedictions on stables and sick domestic animals

and the Benedictio Deprecatoria on p"=ts.33 what becomes

very clear in this monastic tradition is the view that
neither man nor God is alienated from nature. whíle terms

such as practical befrj-ending suggest unity and coexistence

between human and non-human creation, lrThite has emphasized

the monastic notion of human practicality and mastery as a
concern" He suggests that a more helpful model of the human

relationship is found in the Franciscan tradition.
Francis tried to depose man from his monarchy over
creation and set up a democracy of a1l Godrs
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creatures " I¡Iith him the ant is no longer simply ahornily for the lazy, flames a sign of the thrùstof the soul toward union with God.; now they areBrother Ant and Sister Fire, praising the Crç4torin their own \¡¡ays as Brother ¡tan doeã in his.ra

!{hat white highl-ights in Francisr teaching is his
apparent cal-l-ing to the whol-e creation in order to join with
hin in praising God the creator and sustainer. we are

reminded here, in a sense, of the ancient psalmists (e.g.
Psalm l-9: 1-6 ; 69 z 43 ¡ 148:3-l-o) . His love for and sense of
unity with non-human creation as the mutuar recipients of
the overflowing g'oodness and care of God are expressed in
his sermon to the birds.

My littl-e sisters, the birds, many are the bondsthat unite us to God. And your duty is to praise
Him everlrwhere and al-ways. "..praièe Hirn tiÈewisefor the food He provides you without your workingfor it, the .song:s He has taught, you, for yo,-,i
numbers that His blessing has multiplied, for your
species which He preserved in the ark of olden
time, and for the real-m of the air He has reserved
for you.

God sustains you without having to so\,rr or reap.
He gives you fountains and streamÀ to drink froir,mountains and hills in which to take refug'e, .nåtal1 trees in which to build your nests. aÍthoughyou did not know how to sew or spin, Hê gives yóu
and your little ones the clothing you need

How the Creator must love you to grant you suchfavours! So, ily sister birds, do not beungrateful, but conlinualIy praise Him who showers
blessings upon you. ""

white suggests the Franciscan interpretation of the
God-man-nature relationship to be the more herpful one in
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the contemporary search for an ethic of nature. Mumford and

Dubosr orl the other hand, seem to favour the Benedictine
approach since it appears to be a more practical rather than

contemplative rnodel "

The Benedictine and Franciscan traditíons can be seen

as complernentary just as the command in Genesis for man to
exercise stewardlike dominion over creation is complernented

by the Psarmistst carl for the whole creation to join in
worshipping God, the creator and. sustainer. The common

quality of both of these monastic traditions is their
countering of the anticosmic arienation of God and humanity

from the natural- world which characterized numerous other
interpretive traditions. rt shourd not, however, be assumed

that the Benedíctine and Franciscan traditions had a

universal influence" As santmire continuously points out,
the history of the christian interpretation of the
God-man-nature theme is characterized by arnbiguity.
Interpretation during the Middle Ages r¡ras no exception"

3 "2 " Transition

3"2"I The Renaissance: Upsurge of Humanism

The tremendous political and social changes that swept

over Europe following the Middle Ages r{ere accornpanied by

nev¡ ideas concerning the nature of humanity and its place in
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the universe" Thus, Lhe Renaissance transition from

medieval- to modern times witnessed the upsurge of humanism.

Thomas Greer defines humanism as r"..a víew that puts the
human person (humanus) at the center of things and stresses
the individuar I s creative, rational and esthetic pov/ers . ,,3 6

As has arready been suggested, the rnedieval intellect, in
general, v/as steeped in an ,other-worldlyt', God-centered

understanding of the universe. The Renaissance humanists

rejected this view and the asceticism, inhibitíons and

poverty which were associated with it in favour of exproring
the culture of the ancient classical worId.

To Renaissance humanists the cl-assical- view of man
was the proper view. They, l-ike the ancíents, sa\¡rman as an aspiring egoist whose interests were
centered in the here and now. rf the humanists
seldom renounced religion, they tended to regardit as a formal-ity or?7as an extension of mãn's
knowledge and power.''

The ideas of humanism r¡vere a chall-enge to the Christian
faith since they ran counter to many of its teachings. of
major concern to the present discussion was the elevated
sLatus of humankind in reration to the worrd and the growj_ng

confidence Ín human achievement. There was much l_ess

emphasis on human dependence on the naturar world or on

divine assistance. Thus, theocentrism was replaced by an

arrogant form of anthropocentrism and a sense of
self-sufficiency. Greer observes that:

" . . (especially in 'uhe north) a Christian humanism
developed alongside this secular humanism. somepious schoLars shared the growing enthusiasm for
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the cl-assics and ancient languag:es" They shared,too, the heightened appreciation of manrscapabilities, especially his powers of reason andcreativity" But they insistea that al_I human
pohrers rÁ/ere a gift of God -- and that this life,
though ,gewarding, fell short of the glory oi
neaven"

Irlhile the church v¡as in many v/ays influenced by the
emergience of Renaissance humanism, secular humanism also
showed a curious interest in christianity both as a religion
and as a philosophy. Giovanni pico, count of Mírandora

(1'463-94), serves as a perfect example of the brilriant,
young, restless intell-ectual of the Renaissance and arso

demonstrates the merging of various rerigious traditions
including christianity with philosophy. Kart F. Thompson

informs us that picots background includ.ed a knowledge of
Greek and Latin classics, as werl as the Hebrew, chaldee and

,A,rabic languages 
"

Pico took all_ knowledge as his province andattempted to show the truth of chri-stianity asboth a religíon and a philosophy by bringing intointel-lectuar harmony the tradilioñar cLássícs andthe philosophies of Hebraism and Islam. rv

Inplicit in Picots rrOration on the Dignity of Manrrf we find
several problematic statements.

At last it seems to me r have come to understandwhy man is the most fortunate of creatures and
consequently worthy of aI1 admiration "..God theFather, !h" supreme Architect, had. already builtthis cosmic home we behold...At last the bãst of
arti-sans. . . took man as a creature of indetennínate
nature and, assigning hirn a prace in the middre ofthe world, addressed thus: 'neither a fixed abodenor a form that is thine alone nor any function
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peculiar to thyself have we given thee, Adam, tothe end that according to thy longing andaccording to thy judgement thou mayesù háve andpossess what abode, what form and what functionsthou thyself shalt desire. The nature of aIl_other beings is l-imited and constrained within thebounds of laws prescribed by Us. Thou,
constrai-ned by no l-imits, in accordãnce with thine
or^/n free wiII, in whose hand I{e have placed thee,sha1l ordain for thyself the linits of thy nature.Iüe have set thee at the worl-drs center that thou
mayest from thence more easily observe whatever isin the worrd" we have made thee neither of heavennor of earth, neither mortal- nor irnmortal, so thatwith freedom of choice and with honourr âs thoughthe maker and molder of thyself, thou mayeãtfashion thyself in whatever shape thou shaltprefer" Thou shalt have the power to degenerate
into the lower forrns of 1ife, which are brutish.
Thou shal-t have the por¡rer, out of thy soulrsjudgement, 

"ËA be reborn into higher forñs, which
are oavlne. I

As the discussion in the folrowing chapter will
exprain, the bibl-ical- concept of human dorniníon over the
rest of creation not onÌy endowed humankind with a certain
dignity, it also invorved an erement of humirity,
accountability and servitude. picors 'oration on the
Dignity of Man,'t hovrever, ill-ustrates an interpretation
which concerns itserf with the relationship of humanity to
the world onry ínsofar as it enphasizes human ascendency and

a perception of a world which is centered around humankind.

with a certain tone of arrogance, pico portrays the human as

a self-sufficient being influenced neither by God nor by the
world of nature" rnstead, hurnanity is said to be of
indeterminate nature, and., therefore, determining its own
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d.estiny and rnording its own irnage.41 centrar to picors

discussion is the emphasis on freedom of choice and human

reason. rt is these gualities which form the basis of his
understanding of human uniqueness. Rationarity is haired as

the prirnary quality which, if nurtured, enables humankind to
transcend the natural wor1d"

If rational, he will girow into a heavenly being.
If intel-l-ectual, he will be an angel and the son
of God. And if, happy in the 1ot of no created
thing, he withdraws into the center of his orÀ/n
unity, his spirit, made one with God, in the
solitary darkness of God, whA is set above alt
things, shall surpass them aIL.*"

His message clearry echoes that of stoicism with its
imprications that human duty is to r-ive in accord with
divine Reason or Naturar Law thus attaining a d.ignified
tranquility beyond the worl-d of the senses.

If sensitive he wil] become brutish...it is not
the bark that makes the plant but its senseless
and insentient nature; neither is it the hide that
makes the beast of burden but its irrational,
sensitive souI" . . For if you see one aband.oned to
his appetites crawling on the ground, it is aplant and not a man you see. " "If you see aphilosopher deterrnining aIl things by means of
right reason, him you shall reverence: he is a
heavenly being and not of this earth. If you see
a pure contemplator, one aware of his body and.
confined to the inner reaches of the mind., he is
neither an earthly nor a heavenly being; he is a
more reverent divinity vested with human
fIesh". "Let us disdain earthly things...hasten to
that court r,qhich is beyond the world and nearest
to the godhead...Then Iet us fitl our
well-prepared and purified soul with the 1ight. of
natural philosophy, so that rre may at [gst, pãrfect
her in the knowledge of things divine. --
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From Pico¡s oration, wê get a sampling of the generar

anthropocentrism and the emphasis on crassicar philosophy

and abstract thought which characterized Renaissance

humanism. The expression of this mentality manifests itserf
not, only in the literature, art and architecture of the
time, but also ín the Renaissance landscape. McHarg

identifies earl-y examples, found in rtaly, which was the
epicenter of this expression.

Bramante, Ligorio, Raphael, palladio and VJ_gnoIa
created the symbolic expression of humanism upon
the land, to be seen in the Vi1la Medici, poggio a
Cajano, the Villa drEste and the Vil_Ia Lante, tne
Vill-a Madama and Lhe Bobolj_ Gardens and., in the
final phase, the Vil1a Aldobrandini and
Mondragone. In these the authority of man v/as
made visible by the ímpositíon of a simple
Euclidean geometry upon the landscape, and. this is
seen to increase with the period. Man imposes his
simple, entertaining illusion of order,
accomplished with greãt art, upon an unknowing and
uncaring nature" .Thengarden ís offered as proof
of mants superiority.'

McHarg observes that, about a century rater, the locus of
the humanist expression on the land had moved to France.

Here the same anthropornorphic simpticity was
applied at larger scale upon a flat and ãociLe
landscape" So at Vaux-Ie-Vicomte and Versailles
one sees the French barogue expression through the
works of Andre.Le Notre, the zenith of Euclid upon
the land" Louis XIV lay transected by the twin
axes at Versailles tFig " 7f, king by divine right,
the ordered gardens show testimony to the divinity
of man and his supremeçX over a base and subjecL
nature. or so it seemed.*'
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Fig" 4 Plan of Versailles (i.662-65)

Thus, the secularized concept of human dorninion over

creation rtras perceived as the hurnan inposition of abstract,
humanly contrived, forms over nature" The arrangement of
the natural landscape in a sirnple geometry became a symbolic

metaphysical- expression of a submissive and. orderJ_y world
whose creator was humankind"

3.2.2 Reformation: Anthropocentric Dvnamics of Grace

The Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century was

another significant event in the transition from medieval- to

2km
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modern times. Paur santmire offers some valuable insights
on the ambiguity of the early Reformersr outrook on the
God.-man-nature theme.46 He observes that the inauguraÌ
question of the Reformation was Lutherrs: rrHo\¡/ can r f ind a

gracious God?" while the form of the question r¡¡as similar
to that which v/as asked in the Midd1e Ages, ilHoví can f
ascend and finalty be with God?', the Reformers insisted
that t'you cannot ascend and finarly be with God -- God has

descended to be with you, finally.t'
In the Midd1e Àges. " "the goat of human existence
was often construed in terms of the Christianrs
pilgrinage within this IowIy earth to the beatific
vision or union with God in the heavenly Jerusal-em
above. Major trends in medieval thought about
redemption, whether they rÂ¡ere articulated by a
Thomas, a Bonaventure, or a Dante, vrere aII
shaped, +1n a thoroughgoing way, by the metaphor of
ascent"'

The Reformers responded by arguing that human striving for
sal-vation rnras in vain. Through his grace, God had supplied

all that was reguj-red for human sal-vation through christ.
The word became flesh at the lowry lever of human existence

itself" santmire observes that, although the Reformersl

understanding of the dynamics of grace materially accented

the divine descent, formally they \^rere stilr primarily
concerned with God and humanity and the dynamics of human

sarvation" Thus, the focal elements of their theologies
remained theanthropocentric.

Luther and Calvin present us with a vision of God
and humanity in dynamic interpersonal communion,
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established by the gracious Word of God" This
theanthropocentric focus of their thought reflects
I{estern theology's increasing preoccupation with
human salvation soÇçriology in the
post-Augustinian centuries. ='

while v¡e have highlighted the issue of theanthropocentrism,

as a problematic aspect of the Reformatíon we may also note

that it was the Reformation tradition that released the
concept of the t¡individual,¡t an ídea whichr âs we wirr see

in the following section, developed into the modern concept

of the rrself .rl

lrlhile the central concern of the Reformersr theorogy

might be considered somewhat probrematic in that it
encompassed only one aspect of the t,riangular God-man-nature

relationship (God-human), the circumferentiar erements in
their thought affirm a more ecological understanding of the
triangular theme"

As vre survey the theology of the Reformers,
attending to its circumference as well as to its
centerr wê do encounter a number of striking
attestations to the glory and the poT¡/er of God iñ
nature, to naturers iñtriñsic wonder and beauty,
and, especially for Luther, to humanityrs
solidarity with nature, which suggest a
theocentric-ecological rather than a merely
anthropocentric-soteriological reading of naturel$
being and value in the greater scheme of things"

I,Ie shal1 briefry sample the circumferential thoughts of
both Luther and calvin. rn calvinr s writing r,/e see a
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lyrical expression of his perception of the natural worl-drs
capacity to bear divine glory in its very being.

In every part of the world, in heaven and onearth, he has written and as it were engraven theglory of his po\¡/er, goodness, wisdom andeternity" "..For all creatures, from the firmamenteven to the centre of the earth, could bewitnesses and messengers of his glory...For thelittle singing birds sang of Cod, the animals
accl-aimed him, the elements feared and. themountains resounded with him, the rivers andsprings threw g|¡nces toward him, the grasses andflowers smi-l-ed. -"

Cal-vin urged bel-ievers not to turn their attention
imrnediatery from nature to God, but to contemprate as welJ_,

the beauty and goodness of nature itself.
irlhile we contemplate in all creatures, as Ín amirror, those immense riches of his wisdom,justice, goodness and pov/er, v/e should. not run
them over cursorily, and, so to speak, with afleeting glance, but r^/e should þonder them atlength, turn them over ín our minds seriouslv andfaithfully, and recollect them repeatedfy. "t'

Luther held that the redemption of the believer through
christ, provides him or her with rrnew and glorious
perceptions of the wonders of nature itsel-f. Redeemed

existence, in other words, brings with it a new and more

vital relationship with nature.rrs2 As Luther exprains:
Bie are nohr living in the dawn of the future rife;for we are beginníng to regain a knowledge of thecreation I a knowledge forfeited by thã fall ofAdam. Now v/e have a correct viàw of thecreatures, more so, f suppose, than they have inthe papacy- Erasmus does not concern hinself withthis; it interests ]itt]e how the fetus is made inthe womb, " " "But by Godts mercy we can begin to
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recognize His wonderful works and wond.ers also-^in
flowers when we ponder his might and goodn"r=.t'

Elsewhere he comments:

Now if I believe in Godrs Son and bear in rnind
that He became man, al1 creatures will appear a
hundred times more beautiful to me than before.
Then f will properly appreciate the sun, the moon,the stars, trees, apples, pears, as-I 59ff9gt thBEhe is lord over and at the centre of al-I things.:

Excerpts such as these seem to suggest, that whire the
Reformation may be seen as a reflection of I{estern

theologyts increasingry anthropocentric understanding of
sal-vation, the theologies of the Reformers also offered an

element of ecological ar^/areness.

3.3 The Modern Period

The elements of ecological prornise which were evident
in the circurnferential thoughts of the Reformers dirninished

in the Reformatíon tradition which forlowed. Àgain, \,{e

shall consider some of the externar cultural forces which

decisively infl-uenced this tradition.

3"3"1 The scientific Revolution: Accent on Human Reason

The Renaissance, the Enlightenment and the development

of Newtonian science all contributed Lo a changing concept

of nature" As was di-scussed earlier, the Renaissance saw

the upsurge of humanism which accented human reason and

freedom of choice as those characteristics which
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distinguished humanity from the natural- v¡orld. A great d.ea1

of confidence in human reason was associated wíth the
tremendous scientific discoveries which took place after the
Middle Ages" Tndividuals such as Nicoraus copernicus

(r473-1543), Johannes Kepter (1571-i-630) and. Garireo Galitei
(L564-L642) all contributed to a new understanding of the
world" with the i-6th and 17th century invention or
improvement of instruments for precise scientific
observation, as well as the sharpening of mathematics, that
indispensibl-e toor of the mind, the founders of modern

science displayed the abirity to see old things in new ways.

As a resul-t, a new cosmology emerged. shattered was the
geocentric Aristoterian system adapted by ptolemy and later
expressed by Aquinas" Gal-ileors was guite literarry an

earth-moving discovery.

The comprehensible, closed universe of the Greek
and Christian worlds vanished forever; earth and
man hrere norÀ/ seen asolianderers through the dark
infinitude of space.t"

Galil-eots earlier findings had discredited Aristotlers
picture of the heavens. His subseguent efforts in the study

of motion went further to overthrow the entire Aristotel-ian
cosmic scheme incJ-uding a rejection of its mechanics. As

such, Galileo aroused the modern interest in mass and motion

which eventually opened #h a rl ^^F 
.þ ^ +-1- ^s¡¡v qvvÀ t_\J Ll,lc

industrial-mechanical approach to nature.
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Arthough the most significant accornprishments of the
scientific revolution hrere in the fiel-ds of astronomy and

mechanics, the whole frontier of conceptuar knowì_edge was

makíng rapid advances. As couze venn observes, the work of
Galileo can be seen as the symbolic turning point in the
transformation of the basis of T¡Iestern rationality because

it summarizes the redefinition of scientific intelligibility
that marks modern science, namely through the eraboration of
a conceptuar system in which rational necessity repraced
physical causality.56 The development of science as a
methodology Ì,/as, perhaps, one of the most significant of the
conceptual advances which fol-Iowed. Francis Bacon

(l'56r'L626) and Rene Descartes ( l-596-l-650) are the tr^¡o

outstanding figures in this development.

Both men expressed a great confidence in human reason

and in scientific progress. For Bacon, knowledge hras the
means of acguirj-ng control over that which was known. Thus,

the naturar sciences when appried practically were perceived

as the means by which to assume control over the natural
world and thereby exercise human dorninion.5T His goal v/as

clearly stated: ¡rThe enlarging of the bound.s of the Human

Empire, to the effecting of all things possible.,,5B
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A similar aim as Bacon¡s was expressed in a somewhat

more despotic tone by Descartes, v¡ho suggested that we

shourd r¡render oursel-ves the masters and possessors of
nature.t'59 we may note the inplications of a d.ifferent
sense of dominion than that which will be discussed in the
foll-owing chapter. Robin Attfield argiues that Descartes tüas

no advocate of irresponsible ruthl_essness and that he herd
that it was right to forego short-term benefits for the sake

of the long-term advantage of posterity" unrike the earlier
discussion of the Benedictine concept of humanity's
steward-l-ike dominion over Godrs t¿orks, Descartesr notion of
human mastery over its possession (nature) more closely
resembles the contemporary economic principle which evolved

out of the modern ag'e namely the exploitation of an owned

resource or commodity (object) by a nation or individual"
we shall briefly examine two problematic aspects of the
western interpretation of the God-man-nature relationship
which further legitirnized this perception.

3"3"2 Descartes: Dualism Between the Human Mind and the
Natural_ World

rf we look back upon alr of the problematic aspects of
the interpretation of the God.-man-nature theme, which have

already been discussed, they all share some aspect of
alienation or dualism either between God and. the earth or
humanity and the naturar world or some variation. rn
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articulation of the new world view
of the scientific revolution and

of Enlightenmentr ürê f ind the
dualistic disruption of the

Keith Thomas reminds us that the justification of the
berj-ef in a fundamentar difference between humanity and

other forms of life went back beyond christianity to the
Greeks.

According to Àristotle, the soul comprises threedif ferent elements: the nutritive soui, rarhich wasshared by man with vegetables; the sensitive soul,which was shared by añirnals; and the intel-lectual_or rational soul, which v¡as pecuriar to man. Thisdoctrine had been taken over by medievalscholastics and fused with the Judaão-christianteaching that man was made in the image of Coa(Genesis i. ?7) " rnstead of repre="n€ing man as
mereì_y a superior animal, iË elevated hin to awholly different status. . .o'
other human attributes which contributed to the

traditional- I{estern distinction between humans and other
life forms rÁrere speech, r'a guality which John Ray described
as 'so peculiar to man that no beast coul_d ever attain
it, "'61 free agency and morar responsibility, and. the
tf immortal soul .1162

These human traits were arl_ important aspects of the
doctrine deveJ-oped and made famous by Rene Descartes from
l-630 on.
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This was the view that animars Þrere mere machinesor automat.a, like cl-ocks , capable of complexbehavior, but wholly incapaËle of speãch,

::Î::ii:f:.t 
or' on some inlerpretations, even

we must consider that his was a ti_rne of tremendous

fascination with the movement of mass and objects" As a

young man Descartes had been much impressed by the
water-powered cl-ockwork structures in Nuremberg and

elsewhere 
"

He saw that these elaborate machines could beexplained on the basis of mechanical cause andeffect alone, without any appeaJ- to consciousintention: cIearly, theèe rnããrrines had no mind,or soul" These machine¡rbecame his primary model-for the physical world. "*
He believed that arl- of physical reality was mechanical in
nature and, therefore, perceived the entire spatial worl_d as

a vast machine.

The medieval perception of the worrd had been one of an

integrated telos under divine direction. The new view of
the worrd which was seen through telescopes, microscopes and

other instruments of scientific observation was one of
units, objects and particles. RaLher than emphasizing
cosmíc holism, mod.ern science and. its philosophical
articulation rÀ/as reductionistic in its approach. The

figurative organic world of the Middre Ages v/as

disint,egrated ínto separate, intrinsically unrelaied, parts,
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devoid of any meaning besides their expression of the
physical l-aws which governed their movement.

vühile the whore spatiar world T¡ras perceived. as a vast
machine of mechanically governed, interchangeabre parts, the
human being stood out in stark contrast. within the worl_d

of ttobjectsr! v¡as the tthuman subjectrrf the one and only
conscious, rational- inind and sour " rt rÀras through his
consciousness that the ind.ividual subject was believed to
achieve a sense of autonorny not only from the external
objects (nature), but al-so from other subjects (selves). t{e

may note, here, that the cartesian moder of nature as an

ontorogy of entities T¿ras later to be translated by John

Locke and rmmanuel Kant into a sociar physics which
perceived society as being composed. of abstract ind.ividual
sel-ves" This understanding of the individuar subject, which
is still prevalent today, held. that consciousness not onry
gives the individual autonomy but arso stability and unity.
rn spite of fragrmentary experiences with external objects
and other serves, the individual subject, by the agency of
his consciousness rernaíns sel-f-ident,ical-, single
individu.l.65 The modern concept of the "unitary thinking
subjectrr is most adequately articulated in Descartes¡
dictum, rrr think, therefore r am. r Explicit in Descartes!
philosophy h¡as the idea that the subject is pure
non-physi-cal, non-spatial reason (mind) " The tremendous
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confidence in rationarity red to the assurnption that,
through the power of reason, the human subject could provide

the ¡rfactsrr (objective knor¿ledge) about nature. A further
presupposition of cartesian thinking appears to be that
nature is intrinsically nihiristic; it has meaning only
insofar as human reason gives it meaning. There \Àras a total
gualitative dÍfference between the rhuman subject, and the
rrinert objectstt of the natural world. Thus, the dualism

between hurnanity and the naturar world had reached its
climax"

3"3.3 Newton: The Secularization of Nature

The scientific trend which had started with copernicus,
Kepler and Gal-ileo and whose methodology had been

articulated by Bacon and Descartes was synthesized by rsaac

Newton (L642-1"727) who is credited with estabrishing the
canon of modern scientific method. Newton r¡ras hailed by his
contemporaries as a Iaw giver, a scientific Mo=es.66 As

Alexander Pope exclaimed:

Nature and Naturers l-aws hid in níqht
God said, rrI,et Newton be,t' an¿ tneÉã-*.= light!67

Here, wê see the expressj-on of the two modern assumptions

that scientific knowledge enables the human subject to give
the 'tfactsrt (laws) about nature, and. that it is through
human reason that the subj ec'u gives nature (which is
otherwise meaningless) its meaning (enlightenment). The
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l-8th century system of nature based upon Newtonian physics
vras considered as the apex of centuries of scientific
progress and it provided a synthesized picture of nature as

a mathematical-mechanical system intelJ_igible to reasor,. 68

i{e have arready discussed how the mod.ern mechanistic
paradigrrn establ-ished an ontological barrier between humanity
(subject) and the naturar worl-d (object), but this view al_so

encouraged the dualism between God and the natural_ worl-d.
John Carmody explains:

rnsofar as Newtonian science seemed to depict theworld as a closed rnechanical system, it gai/e someplausibility to inferences. . " that eoa \^/as noJ-onger a necessary hypothesis. Newton himser-fretained God, though not the God of orthodoxchristian faith, but by the time scientists haddeveloped the biorogy and geology of the r_9thcentury, the intetrecluat esÉablishment was atbest Deistic, consig'ning God to a vague rore inthe origins g6 the universe nów quiteself-sufficient " "-

The phenomenon which emerged out of Newtonian science
and cartesian philosophy r¡ras a spirit of ind.ustriar
(technological) progress and entrepreneuriaÌ enterprise.
The scientific-phirosophical doctrine tended. to coal-esce

with the socio-economic id.eology of the Bourgeoi=i".70
Thus, the trindustrial--mechanicalrr viev/ of nature is a more

appropriate term than sirnpry the mechanical view. As Lewis
Mumford observes, rrThe power that was science and the power
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that was money \^/ere, in final analysis, the same kind of
pov/er: the pov/er of abstraction, measurement,

quantification."Ta rL was guite easy for a profit-oriented
society to conceive of secul-arized nature as being a

varueless, dead, indifferent, God-less machinerT2 and.,

therefore, open to exploitation" R. v" young asserts that
in this "post-christian" society unbridled industrj-a1Ísm and

a "religion of progress,, have triurnpheð..73 william Leiss
has further explained that as long'as christianity remained

a vital- sociar force in lVestern civilization, the notion of
human dominion over the earth was interpreted in the context
of a wider ethical- (we might add bibricar) frarnework. rn
its secularized form, this notion revears few traces of its
Judeo-Christian background.

rn this latter-day guise, mastery over natureloses the element of tension resulting from theopposing poles of domination and. suboiaination inthe reì_igiously based version and adapts aunidimensional charactçr -- the extension oi hum.nttpowertt in the world .,'tq

This chapter has sought to demonstrate that, since
bibrical times, there have existed a variety of interpretive
positions which this thesis has identified as being
ecologically problematíc on the basis that they promote a

duarism or dichotorny between two or more aspects of the
triangular God-man-nature relationship. Arthough this
chapter has discussed these interpretive positions under
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three general time periods, its intent. has not been t.o

suggest that these periods should be characterized soIely by

their respective problernatic perceptions. As such, the
chapter has arso taken note of some countervairing
perceptions which have offered an erement of ecological
promise" while its intent was not to give an exhaustive
documentation of the complex history of the interpretation
of the God-man-nature theme, this chapter has attempted to
take spot samples over an extended span of history in order
to demonstrate that, in one form or another, such dualistic
perceptions have emerged. and in some cases re-emergied.

while this thesis identifies the modern paradigm as the
culmination of the dualistic d.isruption of the
God-man-nature theme, it does not wish to suggest that this
ratter world view stands in complete isoration from previous
interpretations. This thesís suggests that al_1 of the
dichotomous interpretations have potentially contributed to
the west!s overall fail-ure to develop an environmentally
responsive ethic"
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4"O THE BTBLICAL RELATTONSHTP BETWEEN GOD, MAN AND NATURE

The aim of this chapter ís to present a sarnpring of the
pertinent biblical material in an interpreti_ve discussion
which emphasizes the therne of unity between God-man-nature

in the bibIe" This materiar- wilr form the basis for the
ethical- principres deveroped in chapter five. The reader is
reminded that the biblical materiar is, for some, taken to
be the definitive, authoritative lrrord of God. For those who

do not share this faith, the significance of this material
l-ies in its representation of an important strand in the
history of Ítestern thought, affecting contemporary attitudes
toward the rerationship between humanity and the natural_
wor1d"

4"L Reading the Bibte Ecolocricall_y

Much of Irlestern theology has been characteristically
anthropocentric in its outl-ook towards nature (non-human

creation) . As the previ-ous chapter suggested., this has

especially been the case in the modern period" while there
are scholarry works whose theology expresses a more horistic
view, these are by far outnumbered. by the works of
individuals such as von Rad, wright and who have interpreted
redemption and the history of sarvation as applying
primarily, if not entirely, to humanity. These scholars
have suggested that a concern with nature is a rsecond.ary

additionrr to rsraelrs alleged prirnary focus on human
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Paul Santmire has referred to this
interpretive view as the ttspiritual motif r¡. ¡'The

fundamental data of theologicar reflection in this case are

God and qthe erect¡, or God. and. the whore of hruman

kind ..."2 The essence of this motif is centered on the
historical relationship between God and hurnanj-ty. The

critical prerequisite in this kind of theologicar reflection
seems to be a certain personar or rationar affinity.

This tradition of thought, with its linited focus, has

its roots in an understanding of the ol_d Testament as

prirnarily the story of God's covenant with a people, his
liberation of the frelectrf , and his rnighty acts throughout
hist.ory" This rnethod of reading the ord. Testament negrects
Godts interaction with the whore of creation, God.rs

intentions for the whole of creation, his covenant, with all
living things and the rerationship of Godrs people with
creation" rnstead, this traditional perception has viewed

nature as a passive stage on which the drama of human

redemption takes place. As a result, the theological
significance of non-human creation has been obscured and

reduced to mere ¡rsceneryrr in Godrs redemptive pl-an.3 The

words of Enil Brunner, who refers to the cosmic element in
the Bible as r¡.".never anything more than 'sceneryr in which

the history of mankind takes place, r further illustrates
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thÍs point.4 Ïr7esley Granberg-Michaelson stresses
these ecological themes are neglected in the old
they become even more obscure in the New Testament.

The ecological relationship between

creation has been graphically expressed as

that when

Testament
5

santrnire identifies a second biblical-theological
understanding which he caIls the rfecorogical motif. "6
Ecological is understood here as pertaining to a systen of
interrelationships between God, humanity and ,,nature. ,,7

santmire uses the word ecology in a theorogical sense. This
view does not consider humanityrs relationship with God as

external- to or arienated from his relationship with the rest
of creatíon. Rather, it recognizes the rootedness of human

life in the natural worrd and its desire to cerebrate God.¡s

presence and sovereignty in, with and under the whore

biophysical order" The natural world becomes the interactive
context within which a life of obedience to God is pursued.

This ecological perspective wirl form the theoretical and

interpretive framework for the ethical principres which will
be developed in chapter five" The present chapter wÍtl_ seek

to clarify and support the biblical basis of the ecological
position"

God, humanity and

a triangÌe"
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¡eod \,/\
{\

Non-Human
Hurnaníty þ---J Creation

Fig" 5 Granberg-Michaelson (1984)

This diagram supports the position that theorogies shaped by

the ecologicar notif must not consider non-human creation as

an ttideational epiphenomenontS whose theorogical
significance arises only as a result, of its participatíon in
the dynamics of what is thought to be the prirnary

relationship between God and humanity. ,Nature, rather,
like God and humanity, is a theological fundamentum, given

in the original moment of theological reflection.,,9

Thus, it is crear that there are three fundamental

components to the triangular model and they are connected

through three rerationships" rn contrast to the dichotomous

interpretive positions which were presented in the previous

chapter, this chapter will suggest that Godrs creative
intent, according to the old Testament, h/as for a wholesome

interrelationship between al-I three aspects of the model.

Granberg-Michaelson observes that a break in any one side of
the triangre affects the other sides as welr. That is t.o say

that if, as its freedom and wilfulness
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permits, humanity chooses to reber against God, such a

reberlion also causes a break in humanity's relationship
with the rest of creation. That rebellion also infl-uences

the rel-ationship of creation with God as it seeks to prace

the natural world at the serf-serving disposar of humanity.

conversely, a fracture ínitiated by humanity in its
rerationship with the rest of creation ruptures its
relationship with God. Ho\uever, r'Godrs redemptive activity
is aimed at restoring the wholeness in each of these sides
of the triangIe.,,10

The following sections wilt discuss each of the
fundamental components of the triangular God-man-nature

relationship in greater detail-r âs well as their
interrelationships with one another.

4"2 Naturers Intrinsic Value

4"2.L Nature as Creation

the most appropri-ate prace to begin a search for a

bibl-ical understanding of nature is in the book of Genesis.

rn refrecting on Genesis 1-:1, pauL santmire has suggested

using the term nature rr...as a synonym for a more concrete
term rooted in biblical parlance, lth" earth,.,,11 ¡¡In the
beginnÍng, God created the heavens and the earth"¡i cen.

L: l- " Joseph sittl-er has compared the more general
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theologicar term ¡tcreationt with the term ¡¡nature. ¡r Àn

observation made by both writers, hov/ever, is that while the
terms trnaturert and ¡rcreation¡r have historicalry been used

interchangeably, they are not, in the strict sense,

synonymous" This thesis recognizes that both terms are
culturally defined, and do not have a pre-given meaning. !{e

ilây, however, observe some prevalent perceptions of these
terms in l{estern thought. rrNature¡r has often been perceived
as a neutrar term. This has generally been the case in its
scientific usage particularly throughout the modern period.
rrNaturerr can, however, and often does have a phirosophical-
meaning ascribed to it" one of these is that meaning which
is generalJ-y associated with the term rrcreation. r This
latter term is generally used as a religious and.

philosophical term whose meaning is dependant on a

God-posLuration. The theorogical concept of creation can be

further distinguished from the phirosophicar meaning.

Santmire explains:

As part of the world created by God. ". [the earth]is rrcreaturert (ktisis) , not trñaturetr in the senseof the philosophicar concept of nature. That isto sây, it exists only by the wirr of the creatorand the creative lrlord of alrnighty God. rtsexistence is bordered by an absorui.e Ëeginning ãndan absorute end liBe that of the whole worrá of
heaven and earth. *o

rn this thesis, the use and understanding of the term
rrnaturetr and related terms such as necologyr n nenvironmentrr

and r¡natural world" will be based on this fundamental
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theological construct" unress otherwise noted, to arl of
these terms, âs used in this thesis will be ascribed a

theological meaning; that is, they pre-suppose the christian
doct.rine of creati-on"

4"2" 2 Nature and Divine Goodness

The first basic resson in the book of Genesis is that
nature (earth) must be understood as creation" This not
only tel-Is the reader something about nature but arso about

God. rn the christian doctrine of creation, God. is the
source of all that i". 13 

God I s creati-ve acts are,
therefore, not exactry analogous to human creativity, which
pre-supposes pre-existent matter which can be rnanipulated

and given nevr form"

" " "the Christian j_dea lof creation] , far frommerely representing a primitive anthropomorphj_c
proj ection of human art upon the cosino=,systematically repudiates all direct analogy fromhurnan art: ., , God creates with no rnãteriat
presupposed. * -

Thus, the Hebrew language reserves a special verb rto
createrr (barar) for God¡s creative action to distinguish it
in its originar and absolute sense from what is thought of
as human creativity. 15 This biblical image of absolute
origination explains arr of the physicaJ- elements and

processes of created nature as coming into being or finite
existence throuEh the acts of God, the creator. on many

occasions in both the old and New Test,aments, God is
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re-affinned as the creator/rnaker.

delight. in re-t.elting the

creative acts in poet.ic form.

The psalms in particular,
story of Godrs initial

Bless the LORD" ".who coverest thyself with light. as with a giarment,
who hast streched out the heavens like a tent,who hast laid the beams of thy chambers on the

waters,
who makest the clouds thy chariot,

who ridest on the wings of the wind,
who makest the winds thy messengers,

fire and flame thy rninisters.
Thou didst set the earth on its foundations,

so that it should never be shaken...
(Psa1m i-04:1-5)

God's creative acts most adeguately estabrish a basis for
the understandíng of his sovereign rordship over atl Life
and all existence"

The earth is the LORD¡s and all the fulness
thereof,

the world and those who dwell therein;
(Psa1m 24z1-)

For the LORD is a great God,
and a great King above all gods"

In his hands are the d.epths oi tne earth;
the heights of the mountaíns are his al_so.

The sea is his, for he made it;
for his hands formed the d.ry Iand..

(Psalm 95:3-5)

Besides biblicar references to Godrs creative
authority and ability, the bibrical canon portrays God as

the bearer and giver of absorute goodness and righteousness"
The psalmist gives testimony to the goodness of God to his
whore creation in psalm 1-o4. The words of Jesus re-affirm
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Godrs character as the ernbodiment of an ult.imate and

absorute standard of g'oodness ¡t . . . there is none good but
one, that is, God.. "t¡(Matt " J-921-7 , K"J"V. )

such an understanding of God has a significant
influence on what Nancy $Iatkins Denig calrs the second

lesson from Genesis pertaining to the bibrical_ understanding

of nature. rrCreation is good. , for God ca11ed it so.,,16

Following each act of creation, dry land and vegetation,
moon and stars, birds and fish, animals and man, God paused

to refrect on and evaruate the fruits of his creative
activity. Each of these acts in the first chapter of
Genesis is followed by the phrase: 'And God saw that it was

good"fr (Gen. IzL2, 18, 2I, 25) " After at1 of the created
erements and processes had been set in motion by the

creator, he paused once more for evaruative reflection on

all that he had done. rrAnd God saw everything that he had

made, and behold, it hras very good . r' (Gen. 1_ : 31_ ) The

g:oodness of God and of the created world, as outrined in the
Bible, can be seen more crearry when it is praced. against
the background of the prevailing mythorogical world view of
the Ancient Near East.

The demythologized world which the priestly Account

presupposes and seeks to display is a deliberate countering
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of the surrounding rnyths of the world at that time. rn the
mythologicar wortd view of the Ancient Near East, humanity
riì¡as thought to l-ive in constant fear of the supernatural
forces and destinies embedded in divine nature (earth and

stars). From a generar knowledge of the Babylonian myth

known as Enuma elish17 one immediately sees that the
relationship of earthry creatures (includíng humans) to the
rest of the natural forces v/as not one of organic or
biological interdependence in the sense that the present
chapter has suggested as being the case with the biblical
creation account (see Fig. 3). rnstead, the Enuma elish
portrayed the earth and heavens as being made up of the
split corpse of Tiamat (the pri-mordial mother and bearer of
the powers of chaos) who was conceived of as a dragon or
fishlike monster" Tiamat and her atlied reber gods and

fiendish monsters had been conquered. in a divine warrj_ng

confl-ict by Marduk, rfmost potent and. wisest of gods,,,18 who

then

". "paused to view her dead body,
That he rnight divide the monstãr and do artfur_

works.
He split her 1ike a shell-fish into two parts:Half of her he set up and ceiled it as lfy,Pulled down the bar and posted guards.
He bade them to arr-ow nol her wáters to escap".19

Mankind rÂras belj-eved to be created from a mixture of clay
and the blood of the slain god Kingu (the second husband of
Tiarnat, and commander of the rebel forces).
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Blood r [Marduk] wirr- mass and cause bones to be.f will est.ablish a savage, rrman', shalI be his

name "Verily, savag:e-man f will create.
He shall- be charged with the Eçrvice of the gods

That they might be at. ease!"
Thus, in the Babyl-onian creation rnyth (enuma elish) the
world and its constituents h¡ere created out. of the bodies of
evil gods, inherently predisposing them to eviI. Humanity

was made to be the slave of the gods to d.o their menial
work" The whole cosmos and the forces which acted therein,
r¡/ere believed to be controrled by warring factions of
supernatural divine beíngs" whire the rnyth expressed the
understanding of humans in relation to the recurrent cycles
of nature, it described a world in which humanity fert
basically anxious and insecure. The annual devastation of
the flooding Tigris and Euphrates rivers r{ras a vivid
reminder to the peopre of Mesopotamia that the world was

ever on the verge of chaos.21 Thorkild Jacobson writes:
Every spring, the waters fr-ood the Mesopotarnian
pJ-ain and the worl-d reverts to a or rather toIthet -- prirneval watery chaos until the winds
f ight therg'aters r dry thern up and bring back thedry land.

rn that situation, the people of Mesopotamia berieved,
ruithout speculative or intellectual detachment, that they
were caught in an interpray of the divine figures which
controlled and maniputated the powerful forces of nature
with little or no concern for humans.
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rn contrast to this prevalent worrd view of the Ancient

Near East, the biblical creation narratives present a

demythologized worId, in which there is onry one divine
being: God. unrike the Babylonian myth, where all is said
to have been created in warring conflict out of evir (i"e.
the bodies of evil gods) , God is described as havj_ng

created, without any resistance, a creation which met his
full- satisfaction and on which he courd reflect and excraim,
rrlt was very good.rr (Gen. 1-:31-) Godrs delight in his
creation corresponds to its congruity which is the perfect
fulfillment of its determination by his ru1".23 This is
further emphasized when the bib]icar writersr on several
occasions, call on nature to praise God.

Praise the LORD! " " "Praise him, sun and moon,
praise hin all- you shining stars!

Praise hirn all you highest heavens,...
Let them praise the name of the LORD!

For he commanded and they were created..
And he established them for ever and ever;

he fixed their bounds which cannot be passed.
Praise the LORD from the earth,

you see monsters and all deeps,
fire haiI, snow and frost,

stormy wind fulfilling his command!
Mountains and hilIs,

fruit trees and all- cedars!
Beasts and all cattle,

creeping things and f lying bird.s !
(Psalms l-48 : 1a,3-4a, 5-10)

God¡s creative intention for nature not only stands in
contrast to the prevalent worrci view of the Ancient Near

East, but also to the Gnostic berief in the incoinpatibility
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of the spiritual and material rearms which was discussed in
the previous chapter" unlike Gnosticism, biblical
revelation crearÌy indicates that nature is not inherentJ_y

evir and that God and nature are not antagonistic to each

other-24 on the contrary, the whole priestly creation
account (Gen " I-224) clearly states Godrs divine
satisfaction with arl that he has created. The good.ness

which God sees in his creation would suggest that in the
bibrical perspective, ,nature is, in fact, permeated with
the sacred and imprinted by God the creator and

sustainer.tt25 H. I,lheerer Robinson emphasizes this when he

observes that there is no Hebrew word which is eguivalent to
our rrmodernrr concept of nature. rThe only way to render
this idea [nature] in Hebrew wourd be to say simpry
Ieod'."26 such a statement could easily be misunderstood to
mean that nature and God are one and the same and that
nature ought to be worshipped in the same sense. such a

conclusion courd not, however, be supported bibrically.
rnstead, the statement should. be read in the context of
sittler¡s observation that rr"..nature comes from God and is
capable of bearing the grory of God.. rt27 Thus nature,
understood as creation, inherently bears something of his
divi-ne image. Rosemary Ruether has gone so far as to cal-1

creation rt...the gracious ícon of Godrs face.rr28 Nancy

watkins Denig points out, however, that the reflective
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imagery is not meant to suggest that nature¡s refrection of
God is entirely complete.2g The Apostle paur v¡rote to this
ef fect in his f irst letter to the corinthians. ¡r . . . noq¡ r¡¡e

see in a mirror dimIy, but then fgwhen the perfect comesr]

face to face. rr ( 1 cor. r3:r2) This wil-r be discussed

further in subseguent sections" The main point to be

demonstrated here, however, is that nature does have the
inherent capacity to reflect the divine g:ood.ness of its
creator" It fol-lows, therefore, that rtOur nodern view of
nature as by definition not having anything to do with the
divine is in complete hiatus with the ord TesÈament view.,,30

This ol-d Testament understanding is carri_ed through in
the New Testament as weIl" The incarnation of christ is the
strongest response against the Gnostic claim that the
rrfleshtr is evi1.31 ït serves as further evidence of the
goodness of the material"

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word. was
with God and the Irlord was God. He was in the
beginning with God; al-I things r¡rere made through
him, and without hin was not anything made Lhat
was made. In him was 1ife, and the 1ife was the
light of men...And the Word became flesh and dwelt
among us, full_ of grace and truth; we have beheld
his glory, glory as of the only Son from thefather" (John 1-zL-4,L4)

As Iriilliarn Tempre asserts, tthe worrd, which is the self-
expressive utterance of the Divine word, becomes itself a

true revelation, in which what comes is not truth concerning

God., but God hinself. "32 since christ came in the fresh,
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the body and the whol-e material world shourd not be viewed

as inherently evil, âs it was by the Gnostics.

one further testimony, beyond christrs incarnation, is
the sacrament of communion. Denig observes that, during
this sacrament, rrfruits of the earth and of manrs rabor,
ordinary bread and wine, are reconsecrated as manifestations
of Christ, God-in-the-wor1d. o'33

Now as they !,/ere eating, Jesus took bread, andblessed, and broke it, and gave it to the
disciples and said, rtTake, eat; this is my body.r¡
Ànd he took a cup and when he had given thanks hegave it !o them sayJ_ng, r'Drink of it, al1 of you;
for this is my bl-ood of the covenant, which ispoured out for many for the forgiveness of
sins. . .¡r (Matt " 26226-28)

Hence, the bread and the wine (materíaI substances) of the
Lordrs supper become the rnedia through which the spirituat
blessings of God are conrmunicated to humankind."

up to this point, the discussion has atternpted. to
demonstrate that nature, understood as creation,
intrinsically bears a divinely intended. goodness. The basis
for this interpretation has been illustrated in: Godrs

divine satisfaction with his creation as it is expressed. in
the priestly document, the poetic images of nature praisíng
God (which suggests an image of God joyfully receiving that
praise and delighting in the goodness of his creation), the
incarnation of christ into the material worrd, and. final_ly,
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the use of the fruÍts of the earth (bread and wine) to
represent GodIs blessing syrnbolically" The above

description of naturers inherent, vaLue night Ìead one to
conclude that, in its perfect correspondence to his creative
rule, God night rejoice in nature itself as an ul_timate end.
rrNature i-n itself offers every assistance - one thinks here

of its variety, its immensity, its infinite complexity - to
make the rejoicing of God complete, both now and in the tirne
of new creation. "34 This wourd re-affirm the existence of
non-human creation as a distinct theological fundamentum as

hras suggested earlier" However, the inherent goodness or
congruj-ty of nature, âs described in the bible, encompasses

not only its direct relationship with its creator, but arso

its interactive linkage with humankind. As part of the
created order, humanity is dependent on the rest of
creation, and the Bibre reminds us that God who sustains his
people with the fruits of the earth and carrs upon them to
rejoice in them and give thanks"

| . . . he brought us j-nto this place and gave usthis land, a land flowing with rnilk and hoñey. And.
behol-d, no\,r f bring the first of the fruit oi theg,round, which thou, O LORD, hast given me. ¡ Andyou shall set it down before the LORD your God,and worship before the LORD your Ood; and you
shall rejoice in all the good which the LORD yãur
God has given you" . . (Deut " 26:9-1_1_a)

Therefore, a second, egually important, aspect of nature¡s
inherent goodness and congruity with Godfs creative rule is
its further participation in satisfying humanity's basic
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physical and emotionar needs as werl as forming the
interactive context with and. within which humanity

experiences God"

4"3 God's Transcendence of and Active Participation l,lithin
the Natural Wor1d

understanding the concept of Godfs transcendence of and

active participatj-on within the world is an important factor
in understandíng the character of God and his creation. As

weIl, it further helps to estabrish a clearer understanding

of the relationship between his transcendence and

participation. The term tttranscend.ence, is often used. quite
freery and without crear definition. Transcendence and

transcendent theology have often been identified as one of
the major obstacles standing in the vray of an ecologically
sensitive theology" This section wílr seek to show that the
christian concept of a rrtrascendent God.'r need not imply a

God who is separate or external in the sense of being
j-rrelevant to, unconcerned. with or inactive in the natural_

world" on the contrary, the discussion wilr atternpt to
demonstrate conceptually that the nature and fulrness of
Godrs active particípation in the world is depend.ent on his
transcendence -
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4"3.1 The Transcendence of God

The connotat.ions which generarly accompany the word

transcendence are that God is ¡rabove r rr rrbeyond r r and
r¡beforert the natural- worrd and, therefore, not rrpart ofrr it"
rrThe Lord has estabrished hÍs throne in the
heavens.. "t'(Psa1m 1-04:19) All of the above descriptions of
transcendence convey spatial or temporal meanings. An

over-simprified understanding of these meanings might

suggest that God ís more 'tup ths¡srr than his creatures and

merely rrolder.rr such a linited und.erstanding of
transcendence woul-d imply that an astronaut travelling in
space would be more certain to find God in rheavenrr than a

faithful earthbound follower of God" while the ternporar and

spatial aspects have some bearing, the idea of divine
transcendence must be understood as meaningi more than merely
Itabove¡¡ and ¡rbeyondrt in space or ¡rbeforeil in time.

Langdon Gilkey has identified three major concepts

invorved. in the idea of divine transc"nd"nce.35 The first
two have to do with rrontorogy* or the probrem of existence,
being, and the nature of reality. These wilr be of
particular concern to the present discussion. The third
aspect has to do with I'epistomologyr r or the problem of the
knowledge of God"
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The first aspect of divine transcendence involves a

difference in the modes of existence between God and

creation" God I'transcendst other beings in the manner in
which he exists " Gilkey explains that rrI.Ihile other things
'havet existence, God { i=t existence, for His essence

invorves His exj-stenc". "3u o= was mentioned in the previous

sectíon, the Bibre stands in contrast with the prevalent
Àncient Near Eastern world view in its assertion that God is
the source of all that is" Because the existence of all
creation ís dependent on God, its reration to its existence
or being is distinctly different than that which God has to
his existence" The first verse in the book of Genesis

presupposes that God existed 'rin the beginning" " He is then
said to have created the heavens and the earth and arI that
is within them and calIed them into an inter-depend.ent

relationsnip.3T The Bible, therefore assumes that
Creatures are dependent; they receive their
existence and being from things bãyond themselves:
from their parents [Gen" 4:1-a], from environment
IGen. 2:t6, Matt. 6:1_1-] , from a multitud.e offinit'e causes outside them, and urtimatery from
God [Gen. 1_:1-31], ruho gives being and. powãr toal-I these causes" And only so long as theseoutside causes and influences continue to suppggt
a f inite thing, will it maintain its existencä-. r'

The relation of creation to its existence rnight be

thought of as external in the sense that its existence
depends on somethinE besides itself. From the perspective
of ecological sciencer ân organism depends on the eco-system
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for its continued existence. Tf the system is interrupted
and the suppry of nutrients, energy, etc. is cut off, the
organism ceases to exist" r'Finite things are contingent;
they have existence at thís moment in dependence upon other
things, but they may rose it. in a second, and. must lose it
in the end. "39 ïn the theorogical sense the organism and

the eco-system, understood as creation, are arso ultirnately
dependent on the creator for their existence. Nowhere in
the Bibre do Ìiüe find any evidence that there is any such

reality as a self-sufficient organism. Every aspect of
creation is dependent on, conditioned by and in fact exists
because of factors beyond itself"

rn contrast, the Bibre characterizes God.rs existence
as one of independence from the created real-n. This does

not inply that he does not interact with his creation.
Rather, ít suggests that his existence is not dependent on

his creation. since Genesis 1: j- presupposes that God

existed before he created the heavens and the earth, he is
understood as the source of alt existence and not its
recipient. Because he existed before anything e1se, God.rs

existence must. be derived. from himself alone. rt
forlows, therefore, that. his coming into being and continued
existence are not dependent on anything beyond himself, and

in this sense he transcends the created worId.
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He is self-sufficient in His being, a se(se1f-derived) as theologians have sáiA, ratherthan ab atio (derived frõn elsewhere), as arecreatures" ot, as the scholastic theologians putit: since existence comes frorn Him, and thereforefrom His nature, His tessence invol-ves existence,
He rrisrr existence - whereas creatures, who are
dependent 4'upon other things, oniy rhaverr
exl_sEence "

.411 of creation can be considered
Itcontingently.rr Every ncreaturer depends on

its control. As creator, however, God exists
since his existence comes from himself and

beyond himself.

as existing
things beyond

rressentiallytt

from nothing

The comparison between the biblical creation account
and the Babylonian creation myth Enuma elish, made earlier
in the discussion, also helps to clarify Godrs active
freedom and independence from anything beyond himself" The

divine beings of the Babylonian myth are said to have made

the world in a warring conflict among rivaring gods. vühire

they all exercised a degree of power and authority, none of
them was considered to be independent of the actions of the
other" None of them, in that sense, possessed absolute
sovereignty" Bibrical teachingr on the other hand,

characterizes God as the absolute sovereign Lord. of heaven

and earth and everything within them. The repetition of the
phrases r¡and God said...and it was sor¡ in the first chapter
of Genesis emphasizes Godrs creative authority and

independence of external constraints. other o1d and. New
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Testament passages confirm the power and authority of God¡s

command by which he also transcends his creation"

By the word of the LORD the heavens r{rere made,
and all their host by the breath of his mouth.

(Psa1n 33:6)

By faith we understand that the world was created
by the word of Godr so that what is seen was made
out of things which do not appear"
(Hebrews 11-: 3 )

Another ontological aspect of the transcendence of God

is that he is in some sense eternal. tThe eternar God is
your dwelling pIace. " (Deut" 33:.27) " rHe is always and

forever first (and last) " He is like the horizon surrounding

us on a1l sides. We cannot, by definition, ever look beyond

him to a time when he was not. "41 This temporal difference
in his being is part of what identifies God as God and forms

a basis on which he chal-lenges his people t.o test this"
I'I am the first and I am the last;

besides me there is no god.
f,lho is like me let hin proclaim it..."
(Isaiah 4421-5)

We have discussed that the biblical idea of God, as the

creator and rurer of all, impries that God is not d.ependent

on or subject to anything beyond hirnself. As such, he is
understood to transcend temporar passage in the sense that
temporality is not a limiting factor to his existence or

activity. whí]e not being dependent on or subject to it,
God does relate to ternporality in his participation
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(reveration) in history" Through this participation he

relates with the whole of creation (human and non-human).

rn not being limited by timers passagie, God is able to
interact with his creation throughout history as he wilts.
Enril- Brunner explains the concept of God¡s eternity as

fol-lows:

His eternity. " "is something guite different from
timelessness: it is a sovereign rule over Time
and the temporal sphere, the freedom of Hin who
creates and gives us Time" As for the
Creatorrthe linitations and laws of the created
world do not limit Him, because it is He whoposits them and creates themr so also for Him the
barriers of the temporal - the separation intopast, present and future do not exist. God
includes and comprehends Time within His presence;
He does not eliminate it, but He fulfi1ls it.. " "Heis_ _nrç5ent in the Temporal as a whole as He
Iì/l-Il-S "

This interpretation of Godrs eternity irnpries that,
al-though God is related to time, âs he participates and.

revears himself in history, he is not pushed, hurried,
changed, or removed by timets motiorr.43 The words of the
psalmist provide an example of the bibricat basis for this
understanding of Godrs eternity and contrast it with the
finite temporal existence of his creation.

Às for man, his days are like grass;
he flourishes like a flower of the fiel-d;

for the wind passes over it, and it is gone...
But the steadfast love of the LORD is from everlasting

to everlasting.. " "(Psalm l-03:15-l-7)
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so far the discussion has dealt with the idea of Godrs

transcendent ttbeingtt and eternal existence," his inf inity as

cornpared to his finite creation. This brings to our
attention some of the spati-aI symbols mentioned earlier
(rrabove, !r ttbeyond, ¡¡ ¡¡outsider r etc. ) which pertain to Godr s

transcendence. while they are spatial rnetaphors which impry
physicar distance, their meaning l-ies more in describing the
ontological or essential differences between God and

creation. That is to say that God is rfoutsiderr of or
Itbeyond rr the worl-d of creation primarily in the sense that
the two are distinctly different (in the nature of their
essence and being) " ,God is routsider the v¡orrd in the
sense that at no level is the worrd God or God the world .r,44

The two stand to each other in a relationship anarogous to
that of a craftsman to his work.

There are several biblicar bases for the distinction
between God and his creation. Firstly, no part of creation
can be said to share any aspect of God.rs divinity in the
sense that iL is directry a part of cod.45 Divinity berongs

to God and only God" This is clear in the contrast between

the Priestly creation account and the Babylonian creation
story Enuma erish, which was discussed earlier. whereas the
Babylonians identified the world of nature with the chaos

gods, the biblicai assertion is that God aione is divine;
the created world being a manifestation of his divine wil-l"
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Thus, while the Bible maintains that creation is not divine,
this does not impry that creat.ion is not good or that it can

not meet God¡s divine satisfation and offer him gIory" The

previous section has arready attempted to demonstrate that
the natural worl-d (in its own way) refl_ects somethi_ng of the

image or character of its loving creator and sustainer.
l{hat is meant, here, is simply that, while the whole of
creation is rrvery goodrr (Gen" J-:3r-), it. is neither divine
nor worthy of worship"

Another distinction between God and creation, in the
biblicar tradition, which has been the focus of the present

section, is the difference in their essence and being. rFor

in creating, God gives his creatures distinct, concrete

existence in space and time - He gives them ¡being.11146 In
the bibrical view, God is not dependent on or restricted by

anything beyond hinserf" His relations with time and space

and his interaction with creation, in generar, are of his
own free will in accordance with his divine character (his
love, grace, righteousness and creativity).

The manner in which God transcends creation has been

described here in terms of his distinctiveness; his divinity
and existence as the eternal and serf-sufficient source of
the whore creation" rt is hoped that through this
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discussion, the reader wirl have an understanding of the
biblical concept of transcendence which considers the nature
and ful-ness of Godrs active participation in the world as

being dependent on hís transcendence.

4"3"2 God'= Active participation in the Natural world
we have seen, in the previous section, that bibrical

teaching strongly affirms God¡s transcendence. This section
will attenpt to demonstrate that the Bible asserts Godrs

actj-ve presence, in poT¡rer and wisd.om, within the worrd as

finnly as it affirms his transcendence over the worl-d.

rn describing the nature of God, Henlee Barnette points
ouL that:

The God of biblical revelation is not a staticbeing, not an impersonal, but personal reality.He is not. the god of the Deists, who supposedly
made the universe like a clock, wound it up, andthen withdrew to let it be governed rnechañicarly
by law. Nor is he the god of the pantheist who ièidentified with or eguated with thè world. Nor is
God the impersonal deity of the philosophers. No,the God of divine revelation is the livingpersonal God who l0ves and cares for his creation,
involving hirnself in it,. . . suffering with hissuffering creatures, and achieviqg tris eternalpurpose of redemption in history.*'

The ontological understanding of nature (creation),
presented earlier, described the creature as receiving and

maintaining its existence from beyond itself rather than in
its own nature. The ecorogicaÌ inter-d.ependence between
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creatures and their environment, and the dependence of both

on God, who activery participates and rejoices as the
creator and sustainer, is expressed in psalm 1O4.

Thou dost cause the grass to grow for the cattle
and plants for man to cul_tivate,

that he may bring forth food from the earth. " "The trees of the LORD are watered abundantly,
the cedars of Lebanon which he planted.

In them the birds build their nests;
the stork has her home in the fir trees.

Thy mountains are for the wild goats;
the rocks are a refuge for the badgers.

Thou hast made the moon to mark the seasons;
the sun knows its tine for setting.

Thou makest darkness, and it. is night,
when all the beasts of the forest creep forth.

The young lions roar for their prey,
seeking their food from God."

$lhen the sun rises, they get thern away
and lie down in their dens.

(Psaln l-04: L4,16-22)

The creatures and the environments which biologically
supports them

"..are, then, only so long as Godrs creative actcontinues to give them being, for they do notgenerate their own por^rer to be from themselves,
but as the moments of existance pass, Çhey receive
it contínualIy from beyond themsãlv"å.no -

O LORD, how manifold are thy works!
These all l-ook to thee,

to give them their food in due season.
i{hen thou givest to them, they gather it up;

when thou openest thy hand, they are filled with
good things.

When thou hidest thy face, they are dismayed;
when thou takest ar¡ray their breath, tney die
and return to their dust"

When thou sendest forth thy spirit [breath],they are created;
and thou renewest the face of the ground.

May the glory of the LORD endure forever
may the LORD rejoice in his works. ".(Psalrn l-04 : 24 ,27 -3)
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Henlee Barnette observes that the New Testament shares

the expression of God as the active and roving sustainer
his creatíon"

l_n

of

He feeds the birds (Matt "6226) and
sparrow to fall to the ground without
(Matt 1-o229-30); Luke L2z6) "

allows no
noticing

(Matt' l-Q229-3o) ; Luke L2z6) " Hç^ cl_othes the
Iil-ies of the field (Matt" 6:30) ...*'

Thus, both Testaments support a view in which creation
appears to be an ongoing activity which manifests itself
through Godrs active presence within his creation" This

view is shared by Paur Tillich. rtThe doctrine of creation
is not the story of an event which took place lo.r"" upon a

time'" rt is the basic description of the relation between

God. and the world.tt50 rirlich uses the term rrsustaining

creativitytt for the continuing relation of God with the
worl-d and for the worl-drs continuing dependence upon him.51

whil-e God infinitely transcends his creation as the free,
self-sufficient (non-restricted) being, from which al_I

d.erives its existence,52 it is the complete l-ack of natural-

constraints (dependence) characterizing his existence, which

affords hirn absorute freedom of choice and opportunity.
Although he is not forced to interact with creation through

a dependence on it, the transcendent God chooses not only to
create initially but also to participate through sustaining
creativj-ty in a spirit of redeerníng love and. grace. rt. is
hís freedom that has carl-ed hirn into rel-ationship with his
creation. Barth explains:
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The statement: ¡fGod is the creator of the worLdrf
has in the main a double content: it speaks ofthe freedom of God (one could say also: of Hisholiness) over against the wor1d., and of His
relationshÅQ (one could also say: of His l_ove) to
the world.. "

Godrs love for and willingness to interact with the
whole of his creation is evident in the covenant (charter
defining a relationship) ínto which he enters with it"

rrBeho1d, I establish rny covenant with you and your
descendants after you, and with every living
creature that is with you, the birds, the cattlé
and every beast of the earth with you, as many as
came out of the ark.rr (Gen" 9:9-10)

we notice three important points in this passage: t-" it is
God who initiates the covenant; 2. it is between God and aIl_

living creatures, not only humans; and. 3" the earth is
included as weIl" Thus, all creation is included. The

covenant shows Godrs commitment to lífe and order in the
universe without asking anything in return.

His transcendence enables God to relate to and interact
with his creatures to an extent and fullness which only he

as creator and God can. Rather than forcing hirn to be

physically set apart from his creation, Godrs transcendence

enabl-es him to encompass it fully" one níght visualize
this through personification as Godrs ability to embrace the
whole universe in his arms with no restrictions.
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The Bible teaches that God¡s transcendence enabtes him

to use nature as a medium by which he reveals himself. we

observe this i-n the manner in which the biblica] writers
characteríze God as manifesting himserf in thunder,
lightning, fire and vorcanic eruptions4 (psarn l-8:7-15; 29¡

Ex" 19:16 ff.)" These forces of nature ought not to be

identified with God, as the pantheists do, rather they are

to be thought of as the media through which God can choose

to reveal himself" Thus, just as the previous section
described the eternar God revealing hirnself through the
medium of history, so too, the transcendent God can be said
to reveal himself freely in nature as he chooses.

The creator God is most furly revealed in his son, the
cosmic christ, through and for whom arr things \¡/ere made

(coI" 3-:15f") and by whose word of power the universe is
upherd. (Heb. 1:1-4).55 ¡rFor in him arr the fulness of God

was pleased to dwel-I...t That God should have a son who is
flesh (truly human) whire at the same tj_me bearing the
fulness of Godrs nature would be the ultinate heresy to a

rerigion which viewed Godrs transcendence as that which

separates God from the natural world" The Koran of the
Isl-amic faith bears witness to this.

Those who sây, ttThe Lord of mercy has begotten a
son, rr preach a monstorous falsehood, at which thevery heavens night crack, the earth break asunder
and the mountains crumble to dust" That they
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should ascribe a son t.o þþe Mercyfur when it does not
become hin to beget one!-'
Tt follows, therefore, that christianity has made a

commitment to the belief in a God who is, on the one hand

transcendent, yet at the same time activery participating in
the worrd even so far as to take on the form of one of its
creatures. ÍIhile it might seem more fitting that the
Messiah (christ) be born in a royar palace, the Bible
teaches that Jesus christ, the son of God, was born in a

stabre, most likery surrounded by sheep and cattre. This
apparent paradox seems to emphasize the rearthinessr of the
incarnation further and perhaps suggests the coming of the
savior not onry to redeem his people, but to restore the
whole of creatio.r.57

The bibrical account of Jesus¡ adult rife further
testifies to Godrs participation in and concern for the
physical world. Jesus is portrayed. as one who cared deeply
for physicar needs. He fed the hungry, healed the sick, and.

freed the oppressed" His concern for the poor and his cal_l

for social justice are based on a recognition of the need

for eguitable distribution of the earthrs produce. He $ras,

therefore, not onry interested. in spiritual bressings but
arso acknowledged God¡s gifts of physicar sustenance" As

well-, he acknowredged Godrs care and provision for non-human

creation (Matt " 6226; t_O:29-30; Luke 1,226).
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the biblical evidence, here cited, it
is understood as being wholly other

than his creation, thereby transcending it, has wilred to
enter into a covenantal rerationship with it" He has,

thereby, been characterized as having committed himself to
participate actively in its sustenance, its suffering and

its renewal, thus revealing his nature as creator, sustainer
and redeemer.

4.4 Human co-existence and unity with the Naturar I{orrd
so far, the discussion has focused primarily on the

bibrical relationship between God and creation (the natural
world) " We shall nohr turn our attention to the bibl_ical
relationship between humanity and the rest of the created
world" The Bibre appears to provide a twofold understanding

of humanityts relationship with the rest of creation. on

the one hand, humanity is considered as unique or different
from the rest of creatÍon" on the other hand, humanity is
portrayed as having essentÍar simirarities and

interdependence with non-human creation. Traditional
theorogy (particurarry since the 16th century) has

emphasized the first aspect, namely the unigueness of
mankind" Less emphasis has been praced on the second

aspect" There is a temptation for coniemporary biblical
reflect.ion, influenced by contemporary thinking, to swing

of

who
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the other way and overstress the second aspect, namely the
interdependence and similarity with non-human creation,
while de-emphasizing the first" The present discussion
intends to demonstrate that a barance between both aspects,
considered in the light of the triangular God-man-nature

relationship, presented earrier, can deverop into a

harmonious biblical understanding of humanityrs co-existence
within the natural worrd" A significant portion of the
discussion will be based on the first chapters in the book

of Genesis" This is not intended to suggest that they
comprise the heart of the Bibrers teaching on co-existence
between human and non-hunan creation (reference wj-lI be made

to other books in both Testaments). The reason for
highrighting the early chapters in Genesis is twofold.
Firstl-y, ít is these chapters which have been taken up

armost excrusively by traditional christian theoJ-ogy of
creation, and, secondly, it is the interpretation of these
chapters which forms the basis for the argumentation of a

number of criLics against bibricar teaching on the rel-ation
of humanity to the natural world" This ratter point is
clearly evident in the words of Ian McHarg,

The affirmation of Jehovah, the God in whose image
man was made, v/as also a declaration of hrar on
nature. ".the Biblical creation story of the first
chapter of Genesis, the source of the mostgenerally accepted description of manrs role andpowers, not.only fails to correspond to reality as
we observe it, but in its ínsistence upon domiñion
and subjugation of nature, encourages the most
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exploitative and destructive instincts in man
rather than those that are deferential and
creative" fndeed, if one seeks 1icense for those
who wou1d increase radioactivity, create canals
and harbors with atomic bombs, employ poisons
wj-thout constraint, or give consent to the
bulldozer mentality, theqg could be no better
injunction than this text,"-

4.4"1- Human and Non-human Creation

The biblical story of beginnings (creation) is
presented in two separate accounts, the priestly Account

(Gen. 1:1-2:4a) and the Yahwist Account (Gen. 2:4b-3224 and

beyond) " Atthough they are distinctry different in
character, they have been placed together to form a

continuous story. ïn the view of wal-demar Janzen, these two

accounts are in harmony with one another as to their
theology (their t,eachings concerning the world and humankind

in relation to God) yet they express that theology ín

d.if ferent w.y=. 59

The first account (Gen" i- z1--2;4a) portrays the

authority and goodness of the sovereign God. Every act of
creation bears testirnony to his sovereign ruIe. By his
command, God systematically and progressivety forged

life-sustaining order out of a primordial state of chaos.

Ïühile the sequence of the original events of creationr âs

described in the Priestly Account, seems puzzling, the first
and last three days of creation rnight be understood as
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showing a certain correspondence

environmental dependants" Fig"

environmental interrelationships
layering. In this diagram, humanity

animals is found at the highest

dependence "

between envíronment and

6 illustrates these

as a progressive

along with terrestrial-
level- of environrnental

Environment, Dependant,s

Fig" 6

some familiarity with the views of Ancient Near Eastern

rnythology is helpful at this point" when praced against the

background of this ancient mythorogy, the sequence of
creation in this account takes on another l-evel- of meaning.

rn the rnythorogy of the Ancient Near East, the heavenly

bodies were often regarded as gods" The sequence of the
Priestly Àccount shows them to be created after light. Thus,

not only are they to be understood as rtnon-godsrr, created by

and subject to God, they are, in fact, dependent on another

4th Day (Gen. 1: 14-l-9 )
8uN, ¡fooN & 8T.AR8

2nd Day (Gen.1:6-8)
gKY / WATER ABO\rE & BEI,oW

5th Day (Gen. L.20-23)
ÀQUATIC ÃNIt'f.Arr8 & BrRDS

Ë#iiffiiÏ!II:Ï::Iiiii::l¡ii¡i:i:i;i::i:iii:::::iii¡ii:i:i::i::l::ii¡:i:i:i[:il¡ffi
3rd Day (Gen. 1:9-L3)
EÀRTE & \rEGETÂTION

6th Day (Gen. Lz24-3L)
TERESTRTAL ANII.{Ã,Ls /
EI'I.ÍÃNITY
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of Godrs creation (light) " In the same way, the great

creatures of the sea r,\rere considered to be symbols of
(divine) chaos in the Ancient Near East. Their
interdependent relation to the rest of creation and their
creaturely dependence on the creator suggest that rrwhatever

po\^/ers of chaos there may be, they are not to be feared as

rivals of God, but are subject to him.t,6O

Like the heavenly bodies, the great creatures of the
deep and all other aspects of creation, the priestly

sequence, modelled in Fig" 6, characterizes humanity as also
being subject to a radical interdependence wíth the rest of
creation. Verses 29 and 30 reaffirm that humans and animars

(both created on the sixth day) are rerated in their
reliance on plant life for food.

And God said, rtBehold I give you every plant
yielding seed which is upon he face of -aI1 the
earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit; you
shall have them for food. Ànd to every beast of
the earth, and to every bird of the air, and to
everything that creeps on the earth, everything
that has the breath of life, I have given every
green plant for food.rr (Gen. 1_:29-30)

rrEverything that has the breath of life' refers to alt
animate life, human and non-humarr.61 Humanity is of
necessity united with that which supports it.

The YahwisÈ Àccount gives further support to the
interrelationship of human and non-human creat,ion. Genesis
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227 describes man as being formed of the dust of the ground

(Hebrew: ¡adamah) " His name .A,dam ( ¡adam) signifies this"
rrAdam líterall-y means earthlinq, a lowly creature sharing
with plants and animals his physical substance mad.e up of
the erements of the earth .1162 Hans walter lrlolff reminds us

that the etymological_ root tdm, rfto be redil, found in both
radam (generic human) and ¡adamah (earth), appears for manrs

reddish brown skin and for the reddish brown of the earth.
The rerationship between humanity and the earth, determined

by God, is a threefol_d one.

Man is created out of the earth (2.7 ì cf . 3zJ-9,
23) ì he has to work the soil (3:23) i and hereturns to the earth at his death (3:19)"
Moreover both the tilling of the soil and thefinal return to earth are related to hiç creation
from the earth (cf . 3:19 , 23 with 227).or

using metaphorical language, santmire describes

humanity as beíng created to be ,at homerr in the whol-e

created realm of nature" Just as the body and soul of man

form a psychosomatic unity (not merely a soul using a body),
so too, the serf and. the worr-d are essentiarJ-y united.64 The

Hebrew word nephesh, which the trad.itionar Engrish Bible
generally translates as rtsoulil occurs 7ss times ín the ord

lestament" contemporary biblicar- scholars, however, are
coming to the concl-usion that the translation rrsoulr only
corresponds to the meaning of nephesh in a fer^r of those
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65passages""" wolff points out a total of seven different
uses for the word nephesh" They are as fol-lov¡s:

i) Throat

For he satisfies the thirsty nephesh
and the hungry nephesh he fills with good things"

(Ps " 1-o7 z9 wolf f )

ii) Neck

Why do you want to Iay a noose for my nephesh
to bring about. ny death?

(I Sam. 28:9 Wolff)

íii) Desire

A workerrs nephesh works for him;
his mouth urges him on"

(Prov. 16:26 Wolff)

iv) Soul

You shall not oppress a stranger;
You know the nephesh of a strangier,
for you were strangers in the 1and of Egypt"
(Ex. 2329 I,Iolff)

v) Life

as a bird rushes into a snare
without knowing that his nephesh is at stake,

(Prov" 7223 Blolff)

vi) Person

IDiscretion and wisdom] wi1l be life
for your nephesh and adornment for your neck.
(Prov. 8:35 Wo1ff )

vii) Pronouns

Beho1d God helps me
the Lord alone.ppholds me (ny nephesh)

(Ps. 5424 f,7o1ff)þo-
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Thus, the word nephesh, which forms the basis on which wolff
characterizes humanity as t¡need.y man,,, 67 clearly illustrates
the old Testament concept of the interdependence between the
human being (body/sou1/1ife) and the environment. They are

inseparable" The same word which characterizes humankind as

living a spiritual existence also emphasizes the existential
dependence on the environment in words like throat and neck"

The throat and neck, through which humans swarrow food and

water and breathe air represent, most clearly, the necessary

union of mankind with the created realm of nature.

4"4.2 Created in God's fmage

we have seen that the Bibl-e portrays humankind as being
closely related to and dependent on its fellow creatures. At
the same time, the priestly document reserves a special
position for humanity in the world and outrines that
position with a concise formula stating that it is created

and protected as rrGodrs imaget (selem relohim; Gen. l:26 f ,

s:e¡68 The words rfimaget and tlikenessr are used side by

side, beginning with Godrs deriberation with hirnserf and

coming to a decision: ¡rI,et us make man in our inrage

Iselern] , after our rikeness Idemut] .rr (Gen " Lz26) The

concept of humankind being created in the image of God has

1ed to armost innumerabre atternpts at interpretation.
unfortunately, these words have also Ied to raiher
irresponsibre misinterpretation in which humankind is
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considered to be divine or at least semi-divine" The

implications of such an interpretation are enthusiasticarly
documented by those who reject Judeo-christian tradition as

being a hinderance to contemporary environmental ethics.
Although the idea of humans bearing the image and likeness
of God has become an ever-repeated, often boastful
sel-f-characterization for many christians, we must recarl
the interpretation presented earrier in the discussion
which reminds us that the human being is, first of alr,
radam (earthling), a lowly creature rike the rest. Humanity

is to be rightfully understood as one of Godrs works, not as

part of him. The Bible's infreguent characterization of
humanity as the image and likeness of God (in addition to
Gen. Iz26f., see Gen. 5:3i 9:6) further suggests that it
does not warrant undue emphasis"

CIaus Westerm.rrrr69 has surveyed various trends of
ínterpretation regarding human creation in the j-mage and

likeness (serem and demut) of God. several of these wirl be

mentioned here as they provide insight which is herpful to
the present discussion" The fo]-rowing is a brief sketch of
the positions which he outrines, and the key personalities
with which they are associated: one tendancy in church

history has been to distinguish between the naturar and

supernaturar dimension of the image of God in humanity,
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Â,nother, more pervasive, interpretation of mants creation in
God¡s image has been its association with the superiority of
the human mental capacity (reason, conscious personality,

will and freedom of decision) and the spiritual superiority
(in particular the immortal- soul). Another recent view

refers the image to humanityts external appearance.

A conmon weakness which is evident in all three of
these approaches is their reduction of the human being into
component parts, asking which component makes up the divine
image" Th. c. Vriezen expresses this critigue ín stressing
that such a fragmentation is ttunbiblicalr' and that the

image can only refer to our total being.7o The problem of
how a human in his total being, functions as Godrs image

remains. Karl Barthrs term (eottes eegenuber)71 ímplies a

perception which sees this as being achieved in a kind of
rrI-Thoutt partnership or Divine-human encounter.

Studies in the Ancient Near Eastern meaning of image

have led to a fifth approach to the interpretive problem

which was developed by Gerhard von Rad, E. Jacob and others

along the same lines as observations made by J. Hehn (1915)

who observed that, in Babylonia, the images coul_d represent

the god" The same hras true in Egypt. By analogy, he

suggestec that, hurnanity, as the image of God, shourd be seen

as God ¡ s representat,ive on earth.72 This concept hras
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d.eveÌoped further when H. Trlirdberg"rT3 and IrI. H" schmidET4

associated the function of humanityrs image with the common

Ancient Near Eastern understanding of the king as the image

of the god, being the godrs representative on earth. From

this perspective, Genesis 1-:26 to 3o would assign to
humanity a royal, representative rol-e on earth. This woul-d

find support in the commission to rrruret and to rrsubduert in
verse 28 as well as in the vice-regal position accorded

humanity in the related psatm 8" This last proposar also
falls under the criticism of scholars incruding lVestermann.

rn order to evaluate interpretive positions such as

these and come to a conclusion, Janzen urges hís readers to
turn back to the biblical text with special emphasis on the
crucial words image (selem) and likeness (denut). rn
studying the usag'e of these key words ersewhere in the ord

Testament, Janzen observes that they may refer to the
resemblance of father and son (Gen" s:3), a picture scene on

a wall (Ezek" 232L4), a shadow (ps" 3927), a dream (ps"

73:30), a scurpture or model- (2 Kings 1-6:1-o) " They always

refer to items that share qualities, yet are not identical.
For exampre I a dream is like life, but isnrt life; a son

resembles the father but ísntt the father" But most often
image refers to the idors, figures that the heathen made to
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represent their gods (tunos 5:26; Num. 33:SZ; 2 Kings j_j_:l_B;

Ezek. 7 z2O; L627) .75

The general old Testament understanding of image and

likeness expressing sirnirarity though not identity can be

used to illuminate their use in the context of Genesis r:26
f" v¡here they describe the object of Godrs new and

deriberate act of creation, humanity. Here, the words

express the great affinity of the creator and this
particular one of his creature=.76 Here, Janzen is in
partiar ag'reement with the views of Barth and. I{estermann in
that he sees humankind as being, in a sense, characterized
as Godrs partner, (Gottes Gegenuber). He cautions, however,

against coming to a misunderstand.ing in which the
partnership

" . . is visualized in existential fashion as anI-Thou relationship, where face turns toward. face
and eye rneets eye. Contrary to expectation, Goddoes not embrace the man here in jubilation over
the fitting partner who has been fòund., as Adamdoes towards Eve (2223). Nor does Adam faII down
in worshipful recognition of the I{horly other whois nevertheless the Thou turned Loward him.
rnstead the words that forl-ow are words that eguip
human bTinøs for a task and dispatch them to iL(v. 28) "

This thesis shares Janzenrs interpretive concept of
hurnanity created in the image or likeness of God" rt
rejects any theories which see humankind as being above or
outside the created works of God. and rather insists that
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humanity be perceived as integrally embedded amongi them.

Likewise, it rejects any berief which ascribes to humanity

the status of divinity or semi-divinity. rnstead., the human

being, considered holistically, is to be understood. as

representing God in a significant wâyr yet not being

identified with him as one and the same.

Humanityrs affinity to, representation of or
partnership with God seems to be closery associated. with
(and thus ought to be understood in terms of) the special

task which it, is assigned. Humanity shares, wÍth the

animals, the blessing to rrBe fruitfull and multiply and fill
the waters/earth. . "rr (Gen " 1-222, 28) . The blessing for
humanity (created in Godts inage) is unigue, however, in
that it continues with the words:

rrsubdue it [the earth], and have dominion over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and
over every living thing that moves upon the face
of the earth.tr (Gen" 1_:28)

This brings us to the next interpretive question, namely,

what is implied in the task assigned by God to that creature

(humanity) which is most clearly supposed to bear the irnage

of the creator? I{hat does it mean to rsubdue the earth, and

Ithave dominionrr over its creatures?
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4"4"3 Stewardship as the Basis for Dominion

As with the concept of humanityss creation in the
irnage/likeness of God, the biblical passage dealing v¡ith
dominion (Gen " 1:26-28) raises several semantic issues. D"

Jobling has summarized these issues as follows:
The dominion formul-ations in Genesis L226-28 might
in isolation be interpreted as allowing
unrestricted human use, even abuse, of the earth
and its creatures. But in the immediate context
this rul-e is part of a universal divine hierarchy
and harmony, people being charged with peaceful_
coexistence with and responsibility for nature,
Genesis 1-"..presentIs] a dialectical tension
between humanity's supreme dignity ovef andradical oneness with the rest of creation.'o

rt would be superficiar and simplistic to attempt to
understand the words subdue, dominion or rule in terms of
stewardship if one looked onry at the meaning of the Hebrew

words frorn which they were transrated without pracing the
passages in the context of the prevalent rnythological world
view of the Ancient Near East. v[olff explains that subdue

(kabash) can otherwise mean the subjugation of a country
through war (Num " 32222, 29) , the subjugation of peoples (II
sam" 8:1-) and of slaves in particul-ar (Neh" 5:5); and it can

also be used for the raping of women (Esth" 7:8) " rt, always

impries an action in which someone reduces something to its
use through the application of force. Rure (radah) or have

dominion over (v" 28) is applied to a royal or kingly rule
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in Psalm 72z9i 1-1-Oz2; fsaiah I4t6; Ezekiel

also evident in Psalm B:5-6"

z+z+.79 This IS

" " "thou" ".dost cror,rn him with glory
and honor"

Thou hast given him dominion over
the works of thy hands;

thou hast put all things under his
feet" ".(Ps. 8:5-6)

Without placing these words (kabash and radah), and. the

text in which they appear, against the background. of the
prevailing rnythological- worl-d view of the Ancient Near East

or in the wider context of the Bibre, their hermeneutical

inplications become very easily misinterpreted"

Section 4.2.2 contrasted the relationship of the good

God with his good creationr âs documented in the priestly

creation narrative with that of the evir, warring chaos gods

and the inherently evil worrd of nature as described. in the

Babylonian creation story Enuma erish" rn the same sense,

there is a distinction between the two understandings of
the human relationship with the environment and wíth the

supreme (divine) being(s) " fn the Babylonian inyth, humans

r¡rere created with an inherently evil predisposition as

slaves of the gods " I{hil-e they recognized the recurrent
cycles and gireat powers of nature, humans were understood as

being of litt1e regard to (and, therefore, in a sense
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detached fron) the divine forces and were fuIIy subservient

to the natural elements through which these beings acted"

They lived in constant fear that their world wourd be

devastated by the unpredictable conflicts of the gods.

Against this background, the bibricar creation account

described the one and only God creating man out of the
ground (Gen. 227) ; he fashioned humaníty out of the
environment which was to sustain it. Like the rest of the

animate creation (the animals, fish and birds), hunankind

was to eat freely of I'every prant yielding seed. which is
upon the face of arr the earth, and every tree with seed in
its fruittt (Gen" i-:30) . Humanity was created by a good and

righteous God who regarded it highly; so highly that it, nas

considered as a refrection of Godrs own image (in a sense a

representative of God) " The story documented. the loving God

as the creator and therefore the lord of all" All erements

and forces of creation were described as being subservient
to God and nothing imposed a threat to his soverej-gn

lordship as hras the case in the constant d.ivine battres
which characterized the Babyronian world view. As a

creature of this alnighty God, and as a kind of rrroyalr'

representative, humankind could live fearlessry among fellow
creatures in the worrd. rn an inversion of the Ancient Near

Eastern mythological view, humanity, rather than living in
fear of and mere subservience to the natural worId., was
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commissioned in the bibtical account to rul_e over it,
exercising dominion as a representative of God (Gen.

L:26-28) "

s ince r âs r^/e have already discussed, the Bibre
describes humanity as the image or representative of God, it
would be consistent that God would expect his
representatives to exercise their dominion as he would

himsel-f " The basis of humanity's dominion or lordship over

the rest of creation must, therefore, be mod.erled on the
nature of God¡s lordshíp" The theme of Godrs rordship is a

profound and recurring one in both the old and New

Testaments" while Godrs lordship is at times described in
terms of his rrothernessrtt it is often porLrayed in personal,

intirnate, and sometimes even hurnbre terms. Nancy w. Denig

points out three typical metaphors which il-lustrate these

guarities" rrThe Lord is seen as a husband or bridegroom, as

a father, and. also as a servant.,,B0 whire she emphasizes

that the instances of these metaphors are too wide-spread to
be cited inclusivery, Denig does give a few exarnples which

are pertinent to the present discussion.

The second chapter of Hosea incrudes a good example of
the metaphorical use of the husband image"

ênd in that day, says the LORD, yoü will caII ilê,$uy husband., t . . .and.- I will make ?or you a covenant
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on that day with the beasts of the field, thebirds of the air, and the creeping things of theground; and I will abolj_sh the bow, the sword, and.r¡rar from the land; and f wi1l make you 1ie down insafety. And I wiII betroth you to me forever; Iwill betroth you to me in righteousness and injustice, in steadfast love, añd in mercy. Ibetroth you to me in faithfulness; and you shalt
know the LORD" (Hosea 2216-19)

The book of Hosea was instrumental in setting the pattern
for Jewish and christian thinking regarding the expression
of the nature of God and his attitude toward rsrael_ (his
people) in terms of marriage.Sl Many other instances of the
marriage metaphor can be found in the New Testament. Mark

2zr8-27 and John 3229 refer to christ as the brideg'room. The

kingdom of heaven (God's rordship) is rikened to a marriage
feast in Matthew chapters 22 & 25. Revelation 29:7 and

222L7 imply christ to be the brid.egroom to his brid.e, the
Church.

The old Testament uses the father irnage to describe God

on severar occasions" rn the New Testament, however, it
becomes prevalent" rt formed the primary und.erstand.ing of
God in Jesusr teaching.S' servanthood is yet another
important bibrical concept, t.o consider in pursuit of a

holistic understanding of rordship. I¡te are introduced to
thís theme in portions of the old Testament book of rsaiah
called the rrservant Songsrr.

Behold my servant, whom f uphold,
my chosen, in whorn my soul delights;

I have put my Spirit upon hin,
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he will bring forth justice to the nations"

He wilt not cry or lift his voice,
a bruised reed he wi1l not break,

and a dirnly burning wick he will
not guench;

(Isa " 42""]--3)

studying the servant songs, scholars agree that the core

their message expresses that, rrsupreme povrer or lordship
in l-ove, rather than coercion.,rB3

rn the New Testament the concept of servanthood. is
developed further and can be exemplified in the word.s of the
Apostle Paul"

Though he was in the form of God, fJesus] did notcount equality with God a thing to be grásped, buternptied himsel-f , taking the form of a
servant" ". (phil. 226-7)

These three metaphors are herpful in coming to an

understanding of the concept of dominion r^¡hich l_ooks beyond.

the passag:e in Genesis 1226-28 and places it in its wider
biblical context.

If the Lord God is indeed like a
bridegroom/husband or a father or a servant,surely his dominion is founded on love and.service" Vthen God gives man dominion, then, it isa commíssion to love, even serve, nature.ö+'

The dominion of hurnanity (created. in Godf s image), over
creation is meant to be a reflection of the nature of Godrs

dominion" ¡rThe God of the Bibre makes abundantly clear by

his own actions that, to be lord does not mean to dominate,
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pIund.er, and destroy, but to foster encourag'e and bless.,,85
Thus, the word dominion, taken in its imrnediate context
(Gen" 1-226'28) and in the overall biblicar perspective (as

well as being understood as an intentional countering of the
prevarent creation mythology of the Ancient Near East),
takes on a different meaning than the one which critics of
the biblical tradition normally ascribe to it.

Another vitally irnportant aspect which should be

understood as forming the bibLical basis for humanity's
dominion over the rest of creation is the concept of
stev¡ardship" stewardship can be defined as the management

or care of oners property, fi-nances or other affairs by

another to whom they are entrusted" rf vre seek to appfy
this definition to the bibl-icar understanding of dominion,

we might begin by clarifying what is being cared for and to
whom it, rightfully beÌongs" The priestly creation account

stresses the sovereignty of God, the rightfulr owner of al_1

that he creates" That everything ultimately belongs to God

is further emphasized in other passages as well.
The earth is the LORD¡S and the

fulness thereof,
the world and those who dwell therein:

(Psalm 24zL)

rn Godrs appointment of humankind as his representatíve
to rure over the rest of creation, he endowed it with a
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great deal of poT¡/er and authority (one night und.erst.and

these in terms of physicar and mental capability) " with
povrer and authority come responsibirity and accountabilíty.
since the earth is the Lord.'s and. humankind has been

entrusted to rul-e over it as God¡s representative steward,

humanity is fu1ly accountable before God for its actions.
Robin Attfield points out that this was an important aspect

of the Hebrew notion of kingship (dorninion) 
"

Kings among: the Hebrews rìrere regarded as
responsible to God for the rea1m. The attitude
appropriate for a king.was that of David at f
Chronicles 29 z 1"1" , L4 z'

Thine O LORD, is the greatness, and the power, and
the glory, and the victory, and the majesty; forall that is in the heavens and in the earth isthine; thine is the kingdom...ilBut who am I, and
what is my people, that we should. be able thus tooffer willingly? For all things come from thee,
and of thy own have we g:iven thee. . . rl
(I Chronicles 29zL1-, 14)

whether or not rurers lived in accordance with
this attitude, it is enough that the Hebrew
understanding of dominiono"invorved answerability
and responsibility alike.o'

Here, the biblicar idea of dominion is crearly described. in
terms of stewardship where the steward (lord) is entrusted
with that which is God t s and is not consid.ered as an

autonomous master"

r.Ihile it does not make explicit use of the word

stewardship, the second creation account (Gen" 2) makes a
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significant contribution to thís biblicar theme. ¡'The LoRD

God took the man [whom he had created] and put hirn in the
Garden of Eden to til1 ít and keep it" (Gen. 2:L5) " In
assigning this task to hurnankind. (¡adarn) in the gard.en, âry
notions that creation is at humanityts autonomous disposal
are dispelled" Instead, Adam is to t'ti11 and keepr¡ the
creation" The Hebrew word for till, (abad), means serve,

even to the point of ttbeing a sl-ave to.,t8B nKeeprrrwhich is
transrated from the Hebrew shamar, can also mean to
preserve. Michaelson explains that:

Both terms strongly indicate a form of service on
behalf of the creation. Rather than creation
being owned by humanity, humanity is given the
task of serving and preserving the creation.
These words echo and amplify the rneanf,gg of being
created in Godts image from Gen. Iz26.ot

Thus, while both biblicar creation accounts have a

distínctive character, suggestive of different authorship,
they both convey an understanding of humanity in a

rel-ationship of stewardship or husband-like dominion with
creation. rr.. "is not the man given husband.-rike dominion in
chapter one like the husband/man, the farmer/gardener we

encounter in chapter 2?tt9o

The words of Nancy w" Denig serve as a suitabl_e

concruding description of the bibricar understanding of
humanityrs dorninion over the naturar world in terms of
stewardship.
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Judeo-Chrístian man is catled to be a faithful
steward. He is called to be a steward of aII that
God has entrusted to him: his own life, otherpeoplets lives, the whole created order around
him, all aspects of Godts varied giraces. As a
st.eward of nature, man has been given a sacred
trust, sacred because it is God-made and
God-given" It is a commission to enjoy and to put
.1+ things to good use, for proper. 

"qt ãnd
enjoyment follow from faÍthful stewardshrp.

4"4"4 Nature as Gift/Land as promise and Gift
The theme of rrlandrr is an important one in the old

Testament and serves to itlustrate some of the broader
principles regarding humanityts relationship t,o the natural
environment under God" A plot of earth, the Garden of Eden,

$/as the first gift, given to humanity by eod.93 As the
Bible teaches that God entrusted his earth to humankind so

that humankind rnight be its steward or caretaker, so too, it
asserts that the land of promise (canaan) was God's gift to
his people (rsrael) as far back as the originar promise to
Abraham. rrTo your descendants I Lrill give this landn (Gen.

1-2=7)" The land prays an important role throughout rsraelrs
ancient narrative sources and. perhaps comes to its ful_l

fruition and prominence in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic

History where the basic ecological concerns are most

evident. 94

Àbrahamr âs werl as his descendants v¡ho were to be the
recipients of the promised land, experienced many forms of
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homelessness: emigration, subjugation and exploitation in a

foreign land, escape and wanderings in the wil-derness" AII
of these stages which eventually led to their taking
possession of the land can be seen, in their own way, as

contradictions of humanity's original destiny and commission

to administer Godrs good land as stewards.95 Each stage,

however, can be understood as a way station toward the

promised ttinherj-tanceil and rest in the land of Canaan, for
in each, Israel- experienced God.¡s g'race and leadirrg.9'

lrle are reminded of the Old Testamentrs persistent

witness that Israel did not receive the land by right of

being the stronger or more righteous, but by the grace of

God (Deut. 7:6-8; 9:6-8)" The book of Joshua, which deals

largely with the issue of how Israe1 came to possess the

land, emphasizes Israelrs weakness and Godrs initiative,

thus ascribing all credit and glory to God, who alone is the

creator, and who alone gives the l-and to a weak and

undeserving people.

That the land belongs to God hras an important aspect in
Israelrs understanding of her relationship to the land"

Within the context of the ordinances concerning the Year of

Jubilee in Lev" 25223, Ì¡re find the following passage: trThe

land shall not be sold in perpetuity, for the land is mine,
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for you are strangers and sojourners rr¡ith me.t (Lev" 25223)

The idea of God¡s ultirnaLe ownership of the rand is arso

found in Jeremiah 227 and l-6:l-8 where the land is catled
rfnahalat yahweh" (cf" II Sam" 2Oz3-9î 2Lz3; ps. 24zI). Hans

E. von wardow defines the basic meaning of nahalah as

¡rlanded property apportioned to an individ.ual .rr97 Thus, the

land is understood as rightfully belonging to yahweh (cod).

Alfred von Rohr Sauer observes that when God gave the

land to his people, the gift was accompanied by his promise

to make ample provision for their wellbeing"

Deuteronomy made much of the fact that in Egypt,
the fsraelites watered the ground with their
feet"..but in Canaan, the land of yahwehts people
was able to drink water by the rain of heaven
(Deut" 1-1-:1-0, 11)....Yahweh continued to give the
early and late rains, and the staple products
remained the same... (Deut. 1l-:14) . When the land
for example became weary, yahweh refreshed it with
rain (Ps. 68:9) " Even as yahweh had. been
favourable to hÍs land in the past (ps. 85:i-) r so
he would continue to give what was g:ood, and the
land would yÍeld its íncrease for his people (ps.
85:1-2). Who, if not Yahweh, could tilt the water
skins of the heavens for the benefit of the land
(Job 38:37)? Even as the sea fled, the Jordan
turned back, Sinai skipped, and the rock became a
pool for Israelrs benefit (ps. 1-L4), so the seas
and rivers, the mountains and the rocks woutd
continue to respond torthe God of Jacob and bring
blessing to his people"'-

The Bible recalls that, while in the land, God. expected his
people to remember him and acknowledge the land and its
blessings and bounty as gifts from God. von waldow

ídentifies severar practices, in the o1d Tesament, which are
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to be seen against the background of rsraerrs und.erstanding

of God as the or¡rner of the land"

"""sacraI fallowness every seven years, Ex" 23:l-O
f : Lev" 2521, f , the offering of the first fruits,
Ex" 232L9ì 34226; Lev" 23:l_0i the custom of not
harvesting the fruits of newly planted trees, Lev.
L9223 ff ; the tithe, EX. 22228¡ Num. 1_Bz2I ff ;Deut" ]-4222¡ or the practice of not gleaning the
fields completely, Lev. 19:9 fi 23222.4>

The early chapters of Deuteronomy document successive

warnings against the forgetfulness of the people of Tsraer.

Ànd when the LORD your God brings you into the
land which he s\Àrore to your fathers. . . to give toyou, the great and goodly cities, which you did
not build, and houses full of aIt good things,
whích you did not fiII, and cisterns hewn out,
which you did not hew, and vineyards and olive
trees, which you did not plant, and when you eat
and are ful1, then take heed l_est you forget the
LORD, who brought you out of the land of Egypt,
out of the house of bondage. (Deut" 6:1_0-L2)

once rsraelts physicar needs r^rere met, there was arways the
temptation for the peopre to forget from whom they received

their blessing of land and abundance. such warnings can be

said to have been intended to deter human arrogance which

sav¡ the blessings of the created world as tthings" in the
hands of humankind; an attitude which led. the steward of
Godrs gifts to become an exploiter. Thus, along with the
exhortations to remember him, God also urged his peopre to
take care of the land. rrTake care that the rand be abre to
support you, when your days and your children's days are

mu1tipried. "100 The old Testament teaches that rsraer and

her land were themserves to be a holy presence representing
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God in the wider world (Ex. i-9:5-6, Deut. L4;1--2).101- Thus

t¡/e find such passages as

Do noÈ defile yourselves by any of these things,
for by all these things the nations I am casting
out Èefore you ¿etiteA themselves; and the land
became defiled, so that I punished its iniquity,
and the land vomited out its inhabitants. (Lev"
1,8 z 24-25)

This passage appears to recogrnize a very natural retation
between a people and the land they live on. It sugqests

that if they viol-ate the order of nature (Godts 1aw¡102 they

defile not only themserves, but also the rand on which they

live" That is why the land is said to I'vomit'r out the

transgressors" Von Waldow notes that,
The land is spoken of here as a mythological
entity with its o$¡n por¡rer. fsraelite thought
differs, the mythological pov/er of the land is
suppressed, and Yahweh is introduced as the one
who casts out the transgressors and punishesl_u3E'nem.

The three-way relationship between God, the rand and the
people of rsrael is clearly evident in this interpretation.
Von Wal-dow has used a diagram, similar in nature to fig" 5

(the triangular God-man-nature relationship), to illustrate
this natural relationship between God (yahweh), his people

(Israe1) and the land (Canaan) 
"
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fsrael Canaan

Fig. 7 von l{a1dow (L974)

The existence of Israel can be described only in a
triangular relationship; no point can be left out.
Without Yahweh there would be no promise of a
great nation, Do promise of a land, and no
fulfillinent. The nation Israel, without claim of
being the people of God, would be without any
special interest in world history. Canaan,
without assignment to the people of God., would bejust another greargf contention in the potùer game
of worl-d politics.*"-

It was not the interest of this section to provide a

comprehensive picture of the old Testament concept of rsrael
and her 1and.1-05 I,Ihat was íntend.ed was to demonstrate how

some of the important principles of this concept are related
to the broader, universal concept of humanityts relationship
with the whole created realm of nature as well as with God,

the creator, sustainer and redeemer. The sinilarities
between the two triangular models (Figs 5 & 7) support this
point" In both, the ideal relationship is an eguilibrium or

unity between all three sides" A break in one side of the

triangle in either model- affects the other sides.
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4-5 Alienation in the God-man-nature Rerationship

untíl novr, the discussion has focused. prirnarily on the
biblicar interpretation of the triangurar unity between God,

humanity and the rest of creation. The present chapter has

relied on biblicar and schorarry sources to describe this

"God-willedrr harmony" rt has described a Ìoving God who

created and sustains a ttgoodt, creation which, besides having

its o!,rn intrinsic value, reveals the glory of its creator
and provides a life-sustaining interactive environment in
and with which humankind (created in the irnage of God) can

function as a steward and participate in giving praises to
God" ü7e shall now turn our attention to the effects of
disharmony in Èhis triangular relationship"

rf v/e understand the wholeness of the united triangle
to conceptual-ly represent the bibrical understanding of
Godts intended order for creation, then v¡e can perceive the
deterioration or reduction of that wholeness in terms of
sin. w" c. Michaelson points out that the potential for
breaking the Iínks of the triangle lies in the wilfutness of
hurnanityr âs distinguished from non-human creation.106 That

is to say that humankind. (the free morar being) has the
potential to choose between a rife of whoresome unity with
God and the created realm or a rebell-ious existence Ín which

it seeks human autonomy from one or the other or both. The
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so-called rrFallrr in the third and subsequent chapters of
Genesis can be seen as representing such a rebellion as a
grasping for autonomy frorn God."

To trbe like Godtr and to disregard. God I slinitations by eatíng from the toi¡iaaen tree
(Gen" 3), to assume the right to ki]l ones brother
(Gen " 4) , ?nd generally to seek human autonomy
(Gen" 3-11) is the story of this rebellion. Sín,then and now, can be defined as humaniÊy's attemptto act as master rather than steward.fuT

As has already been pointed out earlier, humanity is
viewed in the o1d Testament as being intinrateJ-y related v¡ith
the natural world" As a result, the biblical writers
generally affirmed that the well-being of nature before God

was dependent on the well-being of man before God. santmire
observes that when humanity síns,

the judgement resting on man for his sin spi1lsover, as it \^/ere, onto nature in view of manrssol-idarity with nature. But sin has its seat inman; ít comes into the world through man (or mantogether yith supernatural angelic forces).
Nature in itself has not falIen. ñature therefore
is not judged by God; it is implicated injudgernent l6gause Ít is the world in wnicn man hashis being. t""

Nature suffers innocently as a resurt of a sinfu11,
rebell-ious humanity. This theme of a wounded creation
resulting from human sin occurs frequently in the old
Testament and also appears in the New Testament. James

Megivern observes that 'whatever erse may be intended by the
narrative, the origínaI sin of man invoLves an improper use

of the earth I s f ruit. t l-09 The resutt:
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Cursed is the ground because of you;
in toil you shall eat of it aI1 the

days of your life;
thorns and thistles it shall bring forth to you...
tiIl you return to the ground,

for out of ít you hrere taken;
you are dust,

and to dust you shall return"
(Gen" 3:1-7-19)

This passage suggests that, whire the earth, or the land, is
still the scene of humanityrs life and activity as wert as

the source of support, its Labour bears the stamp of
servitude to a garden whose fertility is always threatened
and íts own earthiness becomes a sign of its mortality. ll-0

Another example of the earth being despoiled as a result of
humanity's sin is the case of cain, who porlutes the earth
with the blood of his brother Àbel, so that: 'when you tirl
the ground, it shaIl no long:er yield to you its strength

[crops NIV].rr (Gen. 4:L2) Further examples can be given to
illustrate the earthts innocent suffering as a result of a

broken relationship between humanity and God in its pursuit
of autonomy through disobedience" The prophets Tsaiah

(2424-5) and Hosea (4:1--3) declare that humanity¡s

disobedience causes the earth to mourn.

The earth mourns and withers,
the world languishes and withers;
the heavens languish together with the earth.

The earth lies polluted
under its inhabitants;

for they have transg:ressed the laws.
violated the statutes,
broken the everlasting covenant.

(Isaiah 24:4-5)
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Jeremiah conf irms the connection betr¡¡een the earth¡s
suffering and humanity¡s sinfulness when he implies that the
wrongdoing of the people has upset nature's order and their
sins have kept them from her kindly gifts" (Jer. 5:zs¡111
Along with the many other ol-d Testament references which

support this theme, the words of the Apostle paul also
affirm its presence in the New Testament. rr"..for the
creation was subjected to futirity, not of íts own wil_l- but
by the will of him who subjected....we know that the whole

creation has been groaning in travail.rr (Rom. gz2}r22)

The common feature in arr of these biblicar examples is
that violence towards others and/or rebelrion against God

arienate humanity from creation, causÍnq it to suffer and

even destroying its fruitfullness and capacity to sustain
life. w" c" Michael-son points out that this eguation also
has a reciprocar. Itour misuse of creatíon breeds enmity

between us and other people and alienates us from God. nL]-2

Megivern comes to the same concrusion when he considers a

reversal of the effects of cainrs murder of his brother.
rrwhen man destroys his brother, he portutes the earth; when

he pollutes the earth, he destroys his brother...and
hinself .rr1l-3 The point which is made is that a discordant
relationship between huinanity and the natural worl-d has

adverse social implieations -withín the real-m of human

relations -
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l^Ie have already seen that for the people of rsrael, the
gifL of land was to be perceived as being cond.itional and

dependent upon living in the land as if it were Godrs"

Foreign to this belief was the perspectíve of seeing the
l-and ttobjectiveryrr as .tmatterrtt an attitude which leads to
exploitation and the satisfaction of the need.s and wants of
the individuar or nation" The Deuteronomic historian teÌls
us that when rsrael forgot that the land was Godrs and. chose

to grasp and master it as if it were their ohrn, they lost
it" The dissociation of God and the land (earth) is clearly
not the message which the Bibte wants to convey. on this
basÍs, a distorted attitude toward the land/eartJn perceiving
it, objectÍvely as matter to be coveted and possessed for
one I s ovrn power and aggrandizement is fundamentarJ-y

ffatheisticrr (without consideration for God) .1'1-4

I^i. c" Michael-son observes that the kings often ferl
subject to the temptation of grasping, accumulating and

controlling the land, thus prornpting the response of the
prophets. l-l-5 He refers to the story of Ahab and Naboth in r
Kings 2l- to ilrustrate this connection between a distorted
attitude toward the land and sociar injustice in human

relations.

[In the story] two conflicting views toward theland, and creation, are revealed. King Ahab
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proposed that he buy Nabothls vineyard. But toNaboth it was unthinkabre to serl Èhe land of his
inheritance--meaning the Iand. given, through hisforefathgrs, by yahweh. At Jezebelrs prornpting,
Naboth is killed and Ahab confiscãtes thevineyard. Elijah comes t.o Ahab pronouncing the
word of the Lord: rrHave you kilIed your man andtaken his land as well?" (I Kings 21-:19)" Then
E1ijah pronounces the Lordts judgernent on Ahab.
Murder was only one result of the distorted
relation=l.rp to creafign. The principal sin vras
coveting the land. o o-

The words of the prophets rsaiah and Micah speak to the same

effect "

Woe to those who join house to house,
who add field to field,

until there is no more room,
and you are to dwell alone
in the rnidst of the Iand.

(Isaiah 5:8)

Woe to those who devise wickedness. ".They covet fields, and seize them;
and houses, and take thern ar4/ay;

they oppress a man and his house,
a man and his inheritance.

(Micah 2:1,-2)

These and similar instances in the Bible suggest that the
understanding of aIl- creation as a gift rays the foundatin
for the prophetic calls for justice. Establishing justice
means restoring the right rel-ationships with al_I

LL7creation"**' Arthough christian ethics has traditionalry
drawn distincti-ons between concerns for sociar justice and

responsíbilities for the care of the earth, these two issues

appear to be interwoven and ínseparable in the Bible. This

is illustrated in Psalm 72, rrA prayer for a king:r¡r where

verses dealing with sociar justice appear paraIleI to verses
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to hopes and promises of the earthrs
fruitfulness.

Give the king thy justice, O God.,
and thy righteousness to the royal son!

May he judge thy people v¡ith righteousness,
and thy poor with justice!

Let the mountains bear prosperity for the people,
give deliverance to the need.y,
and crush the oppressor!

May he be like rain that falls on the mown girass,
like showers that water the earth!

In his days may righteousness flourish,
and peace abound, til1 the moon be no rnore!

May there be abundance of grain in the land;
on the tops of the mountains may it wave,"
may its fruit be like Lebanon;

and may men bl_ossom forth from the cities
like the grass of the field!

(Psa1m 72:1--4, 7-6, 16)

Michaerson cautions that passages such as these ought not to
be interpreted

"..with modern capitalist ideas of simply
increasing the size oì tfre pie in order to meetthe needs of the poor. euite the opposite, thesepassages call for a ner.¡ relationship between
humanity and creation, and indicate that whenjustice and Shalom within the creation are
established, then the earth's fruitfulrness and.prosperity -- meaning. its- abi1itV., a[o supply the
needs of all -- will break forth. "

The word sharom, which he uses, is very helpful in order to
understand the harmonious triangular relationship. The word

expresses the old Testament understanding of ttpeacerr. psalm

72 and similar passages illustrate two important d.imensi_ons

of this concept: the l-iberation of human oppression and the
restoring and preserving of the integrity of Godrs creation.
when we see that the depth and breadth of the meaning of
shalom extend beyond social justice and beyond environmental
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concern and encompass the whore integrated triangurar
relationship between God, humanity and the rest of creation,
then v/e are approaching a broader understanding of this
underlying biblical notion"

l.Ihen there is arienation in one aspect, the others
suffer as well" The Bible, considered as a whole, d.oes not
seem to call for an ethic towards the environment based only
on a wholesome relationship with creation. Nor does it
appear to carr for a social justice based onry on love and.

concern among humans" rn the same wây, it does not calt for
an rrother-worldIy" relationship between God and humanity,

one which has no bearing on how we relate to Godrs world.

The Bible stresses the importance and inter-depend.ence of
all three factors; obedience to God, sociar justice, and the

relationship to the earth"

we saw in the previous section how the rerationship
between God, rsraer and the land mirrors the globa1

rerationship betv¡een God, humanity and the earth. passages

such as Deuteronomy 5:33 and 3o:16 ilrustrate the
rel-ationship between obedience to God (in the terms of the
covenant and law) and the blessing and prosperity of the
land (the earth) "

You shall walk in al_l the way which the LORD your
God has commanded you, that you may Iíve, and tfrat
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it may go vrell Ì/üith you, and that you may live
long in the land which you shalÌ posseés. lneut"5:33; cf. Matt" 5:5)

This relationship is two-sÍded" on the one hand the
blessing and life in the land is contingent upon human

respect for God and his wilr. At the same tiine, obeying

God¡s will includes taking care of and. showi-ng respect for
Godrs gift (the land) which ultirnatety shows respect for
God" As Daniel Epp-Tiessen observes, tthe Torah consists of
guidelines for the management of the land and life in
it.',119

with regard to social- ethics, one feature common to a

number of deuteronomic laws is the concern to ensure that
everyone has access to the fruits of the earth, even those

who do not have a specific allotment of land" This is v/hy

there is freguent mention of the land with reference to
concern for the poor.L2o

For the poor witl never cease out of the 1and;
therefore I command you, you shal1 open wide your
hand to your brother, to the needy and to thepoor, in the land" (Deut. J-5:1_1_)

Epp-Tiessen observes that among the special measures

necessary to assist the less fortunate members of the
community was the leaving of the greanings in order to
provide sustenance for the widow, the fatherress and the
sojourner (Deut " 24219-22) as well as the third year tithe
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of the produce of the soil to be distributed arnong the
loca1 Levites and the poor (Deut. j-4:28-2g).L2L

we can draw several conclusions from the preceding

discussion. [r]hen humanity is disrespectfur of the earth, it
shows disrespect for God from whom the earth was given.
when an individuar or communíty deprives others of the
fruits of the earth, they are not at peace with God nor in
proper harmony with the earth" when one i-s in proper

relation with God, one is arso cornperred and expected to act
accordingly in oners relationship to others and with the
rest of creation. All of these factors make up the
nurti-dimensionar image of shalom whj-ch urtimately leads us

back to the triangurar image of Fig" 5: the interactive
reration between God, mankind, and the naturar worrd in
which he lives"

The discussion has outlined what this thesis has

interpreted as the intend.ed harmonious relationship between

God, hunanity and the natural worrd, whire at the same

pointing out thatr âs a result of sin, this relationship is
not as it, shourd be" $Ie have considered how creation
suffers from the arienation between God and hurnanity¡ âs

welÌ as the al-ienat.ion of humankind from the rest of
creation. The sins of humanity against God have 1ed his
curse to spill into the world in which it dwerls. The sins
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of humanity against the naturar world have raid it to
waste" rn the shadow of this !¡e are reft with a rather
gloorny picture and the distressing question: how can this
earth be restored?

4"6 Naturers fnclusíon in God¡s Redemptive Activity
rn this chapter we have seen that Godrs íntention for

an interdependence between human and non-human creation as

werl as his lordship over both is a broadly based bibrical
theme "

The LORD God took the man and put him in the
Garden of Eden to till it and keep it" And the
LORD God commanded the man, saying ryou may eat
freely of every tree in the garden. . . r' (Gen"
2:1-5-1-6)

That the whole of creation gives glory to God is also

restated throughout the Bible, perhaps most poetically in
the Psalms"

Let the heavens be g1ad, and 1et the earth
rej oíce,-

let the sea roar, and all that fills it;
Iet the field exu1t, and everything in it!

Then shall all the trees of the wood síng for joy
before the LORD". " (psalm 96:3-1--13a)

That God cares and provides for both human and non-human

creation is al-so restated throughout the Bible"

Thou makest springs gush forth in the valleys;
they flow between the hiI1s,

they give drink to every beast of the field;
the wild asses quench their thirst"

By them the birds of the air have
their habitation;

they sing among the branches.
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From thy lofty abode thou v¡aterest the mountains;

the earth is satisfied with the fruit
of thy work.

(Psalrn l-04 : 1-0-13 )

Look at the birds of the air: they neither sow
nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your
heavenly Father feeds them". "consider the 1ilies
of the field, how they g'rov/; they neither toil nor
spin; yet I tell you, even Solomon in aIl hisglory wãs not arrayed tike one of these. (Matt.
6226 & 28b-29)

rn the light of the ecologicar reading of the Bibre as

visualized in the triangular expression of the rerationship
between God, humanity and the rest of creation, which the
present chapter has advocated, a faith in God as the God of
history would make fittle sense unless Ít. is recog,nized that
God is arso Lord of al-I creation" The old Testament

re-affirms this over and over again in referring to God as

creator. Thus, I.I. G. Michaelson has pointed out that the
God encountered in history is the creator. The Bibre

affirrns that the whole creation exists not only for
hurnanity, nor as a stage, but as an expression of God¡s

gIory. As a result, the whole creation must be understood

as the target/object of Godrs red.emptive activity.I22

The previous section described a fallen worrd (a world

which farrs short of Godrs intention) in which the
relatíonships in the triangle (Fig" 5) are disrupted. whire
it is hardly necessary to mention the need for salvatíon
with respect to sin which severs the relationship between
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God and humanity, less emphasis has traditionarly been

placed on this need concerning the fractured relationship
between humanity and the natural worrd" The present

ecological- crisis illustrates with striking clarity that sÍn
has also reft this latter relationship in need of healing.
rn its current state of degradation, non-human creation is
left incapable of fulfilting Godrs intention (as previously
defined), thereby upsetting the third rerationship in the
triangle " IrIe have already seen how the words of the prophet

Isaiah (24:4-5) testify to this"

Paul ¡ s words to the Romans (B : t"B-23 ) suggest his
recognition of this threefold need for redemption in
describing the future gIory. John G. Gibbs suggests that
the inclusion of the whore creation in redemption is
dependent on its inclusion under Christrs LordshÍp. 'rIt is
the Lordship of christ over both creation and redemption

which determines that there can be no creationless
redernption and ultimately no redemptionless creation.u]-23

As a result, the cosmic Lordship of christ has become a

central issue for proponents of the ecologicar rnotif. They

have stressed that christts eschatologicar rordship
encompasses not only the spiritual but also the material;
not only hunanity but non-human creation as welI. rn
essense, this includes the entire cosmos, the heavens,. the
earth, and below the earth" rn this sense, Gibbs has
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interpreted Philippians 229-i.r to be understood as referring
to the totality of creation" The threefold. division of the
universe emphasizes that the whore of creation is rightfully
subject to and, in a personified sense, offers glory and

praise to God .1'24

Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed
on him the name which is above every name, that atthe name of Jesus every knee should bow in heaven
and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ ís Lord, to the glory of
God the Father. phil " 2:9-J,L

This interpretation not only finds support in the context of
Romans 8:L8-23 but arso builds on the old. Testament

traditÍon poetically expressed in psalm 96:1j_-l-3a. That

christ¡s lordship and omnipotence transcend and encompass

all the universe and everything within it arso finds support

in other well known passages such as l_ Cor. g:6, Eph.

4:9-12, Phil" 3:2I, Col. l-zLT-2}, etc..

understanding the biblical idea of christrs lordship in
this ecological sense, that is in the sense of his
transcendence over and active participation in the whole of
creation, has significant irnplications for an understanding

of redmeption through christ" such a redemption necessarily
encompasses all three aspects of the triangular
relationships discussed earlier since arr three are in need

of redemption and reconciliation" Redernption must therefore
be seen as far more than sinrply a restored relationship
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between the indÍvidual and God. As w" schrage asserts ít
can be viewed as a hope and an arready partiarly rearized
existence which is much more far-reachíng in its scope "r25

Recalling rsaiah 2424-5, it is obvious that the apostre

Paul, in Romans 8?Lg-2L, provides a soteriology which

encompasses nature in connection with humanity" À helpful
translation of Paulrs words is provided by C. F" D. Mou1e.

For creation, with eag:er expectancy, is waiting
for the revealing of the sons of God. For
creation was subjected to frustration, not by its
own choice but because of Adamfs sin which pul1ed
down nature with it, since God had created Àdam to
be in cl-ose connection with nature. But the
disaster was not unattended by hope-the hope that
nature, too, with man, will be released from its
servitude to decay, into the glorious freedom
which characterizes., ?Ban when he is a true and
obedient son of God. i-'

The image evoked by the words of the prophet Isaiah
gives an idea of a world in which God. has reconcired

humanity with the whole of creation and has restored the

rel-ationship of both with himself .

The wolf shall dwell with the 1amb,
and the leopard sha1l lie down with the kid,

and the calf and the lion and the fatling
together,

and a little child shalI lead them"
The cow and the bear shall_ feed;

their young shalÌ lie down t,ogether,"
and the lion shall eat straw like the ox.

The sucking child shalt play over the hole of the
âsP r

and the weaned child shall put his hand
on the adderrs den"

(Isaiah L1-:6-8)
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rsaiah 35 gives further testimony t.o the restoration of
p]ant, and animar life to their ltunfallen¡r status because of
a restoratíon of the ttknowredgetr of the Lord. we can arso

take note of Ezekierrs vision of the river of life that
proceeds from the tempre of God so that tteverything v¡ir1

live where the river goestr (Ez. 4'l z9) , a vision which is
eLaborated in Revelation (22lL-S) .

Bíb1ica1 eschatology describes the ttday of the Lordrl

when christ will come with judgernent of fire. The heavens

will pass ahray with a great noise and. the earth wirr be

burned up (Isaiah 51:61 î 34:.4; 652L7 ¡ 66"22; psalm

1,02:25-26) "

Lift up your eyes to the heavens,
and look at the earth beneath;

for the heavens will vanish tike smoke,
the earth will wear out like a garment" " "(Isaiah 51:6)

New Testament passag'es such as Matt" 24235¡ Mark j-3:31-; rr
Thess " l-:7-8; If Pet. 3 : l-0; and Rev" 2}z]-i.ì 2]z]- share this
view"

But the day of the Lord will come like a thief,
and then the heavens will pass away with a loud
noise, and the elements will- be dísolved with
fire, and the earth and the works that are upon it
will be burned up" (If peter 3:i_0)

Bibrical revelation does not clearly state exactly how the
cosmos v¡i1l be changed into the rrnew heaven and new earth.rl
The details of that transformation are a mystery known only
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to God" Passages such as Psahn 5O:3; Isaiah 66: j_5-l-6; Dan.

7:1-0-11; rr Pet" 327 and 3:10 all decl-are that this present

world is stored up for a consuming fíre, associated. with the
coming of christ at the end of the age. Henl-ee Barnette

suggests that ¡¡the term ¡fire¡ ís used symbolically to
describe a kind of transformation of the worrd through
judgement and grace.nl-27 He goes on to suggest that the
third chapter of rr Peter reminds readers of three worrds:

1. the rrold v¡orldr¡ destroyed by the fÌood (II pet"

3:4);

2" the existing world (v" 7);
3" the rrne\¡r worldrr (v" 13) "

Barnette points out that just as the flood did not mean the
end of the rrord worldrt but a new beginningr so the coming

fire must be understood as a purification and. transformation
of the exist.ing world into a new creation through judgement

and grace"

Hence, the new and coming creation will be a
renewal of the present cosmos. The form, but not
the substance, of the first creation wi1l pass
ar^ray" The o1d wil_I be fulfi11ed ín the new" All
things in heaven and on earth will ultimately find
their unity in God, whose purpose it is to unite
alI things in Christ (Eph. t_:L0) " The present
worldr tlggefore, is a parable of and a prelude to
Ene new-

rt seems quite crear that, according to biblical
teaching, God has demonstrated that, nature (non-human
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creation) was intended to pray an important role not only in
fulfilling the needs of humanity, but also in revealing
Godrs glory and creative sprendor. As such, non-human

creation has been recognized, by this thesisr âs part of a

triangular relationship with both God and humanity. when

one of those three rel-ationships is fractured, arl three
become affected. Reconciliation and healing ís therefore
reguired in all three sides of the triangle. since arl
three faIl under the cosmic lordship of christ, they are

recipients of his red.emptive activity. Just as humanity

longs for rerease from sin and decayr so too, creation
awaits the ful-ness of reconciliation with God. and humanity

which is promised in the second coming of chrj-st at the end

of the age" Godts redemptive pran must, therefore, be

understood in ecological terms incruding not only humanity

but the whole of creation"
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5"0

ENVTRONMENTAL ETHTCS

The previous chapter presented a biblical interpretive
position whose scope explores beyond the theanthropocentric
focus of much of the vüestrs theology. rt can be seen as an
attempt to broaden the interpretive scope so as to incl-ude
the naturar world as part of a triangular set of
rel-ationships between God, hurnanity and nature.
Furthermore, the thesis has suggested that biblical teaching
affirms the whor-e of creation as being the recipi_ent of
Godrs redemptive work.1 !,Ihi1e the previous chapter spoke of
the coming of Godrs kingdom in the eschatological terms of a

ner¡¡ creation, in which there is a harmonious rel_ationship
between God, humanity, and. the rest of creation, this thesis
asserts that the beginnings of that eschatol0gi_cal
redernption can be, or have arready been, set in motion.
Just as the feeding of the hungry, the weJ_coming of the
stranger and the visiting of the sick or irnprisoned might be
seen as preparing the way for Godrs eternal rule (Matt.
25:34-40) | so too, it wourd seem that the restoration of the
natural worrd through responsible stewardship can be seen as
preparing the way for Godrs universar red.emptive work.

Further, this thesis suggests

church v¡ishes to participate in God's

the scope of its ethics shoul_d not be

that if the Christian
redernptive acti vity,
limited to humans and.
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society but. should rather be extended to incrude alr three
aspects of the t.riangular rerationship between God, humanity

and nature" This chapter wirl atternpt to outrine briefry
some basic principles, derived from the material presented

in chapter four, which might guide a bibrical approach to
contemporary discourse on environmentar ethics. while
environmental ethics has a very broad scope which can be

said to incrude such issues as human popuration growth,

industrial wastes, and. chemical pollutants, the prirnary

focus of the ethical principles developed in this chapter is
directed toward those issues and perceptions which pertain
t.o landscape design and ptanning.2 Thus, the principles
developed from the bibricar interpretation presented in this
thesis are intended to foster a sensitive attitude towards

the natural environment and promote bibricarry based,

ecologically responsibl-e decision-making in the landscape

design and planning professions" The articuration of the
principles developed in this thesis serve to demonstrate

that the deeply rooted bibrical concern for the goodness,

integrity and preservation of the environment presented in
the previous chapter can serve as a varuable resource for
contemporary discourse in environmental ethics. Thus, these

bibrically based principles affj-rm the ethical principles of
stewardship and ecological, as werl as social,
responsibility on which the profession of J_andscape

architecture is currently based.
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The principres outrined in this chapter are closely
inter-related and, perhaps, overlap to an extent. They

differ, however, in their focus. .A,s such, these principles
will- be presented in four general groupings:

1-. those which affirm humanity and the need to accept and

accommodate human-environmental- interaction,
2" those which affirm non-human creation and focus on

naturet s God-griven goodness,

3 " those which call upon designers to base their design

philosophy on an ethic of stewardshíp which demonstrates

humility and respect for creation and its creator, and,

4" those which call upon randscape architects/
planners to desígn holistically and give recognition to
the inter-reLationship between humankind and the natural
worId"

An attempt witl be made to demonstrate, by exampres, how

these principles rnight bear upon decision-making at various
stages of the design process.

5"1- Acceptance and Accommodation of Human-environmental

Interaction

There exists a growing tendency in our time, especiarry
among some natural-ists, to accept a uni-dimensional_

perception of humanity as a kind of rrenvironmental bligh¡.'
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The image conceived by Loren Eiseley expresses guite
clearry the reason rrrhy this has become a popular

characterization for humanity.

Man in space is enabled to 1ook upon the distant
earth, a celestíal orb, a revolving sphere. He
sees it to be green, from the verdure on the 1and,
algae greening the oceans, a green celestíal-
fruit. Looking closely at the earth, he perceives
blotches, b1ack, brown, grey and from these extend
dynamic tentacles upon the green epidermis. These
blemishes he recoginizes as the cities and works^of
man and asks, ttls man but a planetary disease?ilr

The evidence of humanty induced environmental degradation

certainly makes it difficult to ansr^rer this guestion in
anything but the affirmative" And yet, there is a danger in
answering the guestion whore-heartedry in the affirmative.
The danger lies in the acceptance of a fataÌistic view which

overl-ooks the human potential to have a positive
environmental influence and concludes that there can be no

other r¡ray" Associated with such a form of pessimism, one

night arso expect to find an anti-human val-ue systern in
which onry natural landscapes, untouched by human hands, are

perceived as good, while all human development is frowned

upon.

This thesis recoginizes the human capacity to violate
the natural landscape through rapid, uncontrolted
development or ecorogicalry insensitive pranning. The

previous chapter has attributed such conduct to "sin, tt

which it described in t,errns of alienation in the
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God-man-nature relationship. Such alienation \¡/as understood

as humanity¡s striving for autonomy from God and. nature and

its self-perception as a master rather than a steward. The

previous discussion further highlighted the biblicar
teaching that human sins against God and. against other
humans have an adverse effect upon non-human creation as

weI1" Thus, wê might arso understand environmental

degradation in terms of human greed, serf-interest and.

self-gratificatì-on, hedonism, rebel]ion against God and

disregard for fellow human beings.

A]-though this thesis acknowledges this human capacity
to violate the natural- environment, it rejects the
fatalistic pessimism of the uní-dimensional characterization
of humanity as tra planetary diseaser rt on the bas j_s that it.
promotes the alienation of humans from nature rather than

encouraging holism and unity"

The interpretive discussion in chapter four suggested

that, in biblical teaching, humanity was created by a good

God who expressed divine satisfaction for his human

creation. The Bible thus affinns the hurnan potentiar to do
I'goodr' as it might be defined by living in accord.ance with
Godrs will" As well, the previous chapter outrined the
biblicar image of hurnanity as being formed from the soir of
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the environment by its creator, and. expected to rive in a

God-wi1led rerationship of radical interdepend.ence with its
environrnent.4 As such, biblical teaching highlights the
importance of creation in meeting human need and the human

capacity to have a positive co-exísLence with the natural
environment" Therefore, this thesis suggests that a

biblíca1ly-based environmental ethic shoul-d observe the
following principles:

l- " Hurnani-ty must be af f irmed as having God-given

goodness.

This basic principle night guide the designer in
several $/ays" Firstly, it presupposes that the randscape

architect/pranner has the capacity to develop and imprement

a design which is in accordance with Godrs will for his
creation" secondly, it conrpells the designer to d.emonstrate

a genuine concern and consciousness for the social
inplications of hís or her work.

2" Human influence in the landscape must be accepted

and accommodated"

This principle presupposes the aforementioned human

capacity to have a positive environmentar influence and

acknowledges humanityts dependence on the environment. rt
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assumes that. all necessary forms of human developrnent, be

they residential, recreational, institutíonaI, cornmerciar,

industrial, agricultural-, etc. can and must. be accommodated.

Thís does not, however, imply that arr or any such human

land-uses are appropriate for any given site. Responsible

land-use planning must consider what type and intensity of
land-use is appropriate for different landscapes. For

example, âD ecologically sensitive area such as an aguifer
recharg'e zone would be an inappropriate rocation for a rand

use such as waste disposar since it, would endanger the
subsurface water guality"

4" HumanÍty displays

environment "

tendency to despoil the

while the Bible teaches that humanity can display
God-given goodness in its environmental inter-relationship,
it also recognizes the human potentiar to despoil the
environrnent as a resurt of sin. rf, for exampre, a

consultant is asked to offer his or her d.esign services for
a project whose pre-deterrnined program, for economic

reasons, dictates a rand-use which is ecorogicalry and/or
socially inappropríate for the site, the designer is faced.

with an ethical decision which must be made. one option is
to take on the project and attempt to rninimize the
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anticipated adverse environmental and social impact that
such development night have through program modification and

careful site-specific design. rf, hohrever, the inplications
of such development hrere detrimental to the randscape,

irrespective of detailed. design, and. the cr j-ent v/as

unwilling to rnodify the development program and proposed

land-use, the designer may feer cornpelled to refuse any

involvement in the project on the basis that it dernonstrates

poor stewardship of God's gift, the earth.

5"2 Recognition of the God-given Goodness of the Natural

Environment and Awareness of its Vulnerability
while the fourth chapter demonstrated the biblical

affirrnation of Godrs human creation, it also establ_ished a

biblicar basis for recognízing goodness and value in the
natural world. 5 This interpretation \¡/as illustrated in:
Godrs divine satisfaction with his creation as it, is
expressed in the Priestry document, the poetic images of
nature praising God (which suggests an image of God joyfully
receiving that praise and taking deright in the goodness of
his creation), the incarnation of christ into the material
worrd, the use of the fruits of the earth (bread. and wine)

to represent Godrs blessing syrnbolically, and, final1y, in
naturers further participatj-on in satisfying humanity's
basic physical and emotional needs as wer-t as forming the
interactive context with and within which humanity
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experiences God." 6 lv" have seen that this bibrical
interpretive position implies a rejection of any Gnostic,

MarcioniteT or related interpretation which promotes a

perception of the world as being inherently evil. Not onry

does this thesis suggest that such interpretations are

unhelpfull as a basis for an environmentally responsive

ethic, but it arso argues that they contradict fundamental

teachings of the biblíca1 canon.

As well, the interpretive position presented in this
thesis contrasts the attitude of conguest and expansion,

which has historically promoted a negative perception of
many natural features, viewing then prirnariry as obstacles

to be eliminated. S Based on the bibrical position
presented, this thesis seeks to encouragie a more positive
perception of the existing natural features and processes of
the landscape with a recognition of its vulnerability. rf
nature is understood biblically as having been created with
God-given purpose, meaning, and integrity which incrudes,

but also extends beyond its fulfilrnent of human need, then

the system of ethics which g:overns human interaction with
nature must respect that inherent purpose and integrity" The

following biblically based principre offers guid.ance for
such an ethic:
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1-" Nature possesses its own God-given goodness,

purpose, and meaning which transcends the value which

hurnanity ascribes to it "

This principle urges the designer to consider the

existing processes and features of the naturar landscape

prior to introducing changes" This would involve an

appropriate rnethod of site analysis which considers such

factors as climate, geology, soils, slope, hydrology,

vegetation, and wild1ife" Based on such an analysis, and a

perception which acknowledges the purpose and goodness in
the natural processes and features, the designer will be

eguiped to make informed and responsibre decisions whose

physical manifestation on the landscape would be

complimentary rather than disruptive.

5"3 HunilitV and Respect for Creation and its Creator: Àn

Ethic of Stewardship

The concept of an 'rarchitect of the landrr rnight be

thought of as having the potentiar of leading to an attitude
of human arrog:ance over both God and nature" Landscape

architects manipurate and create landforms, design water

features, determine where vegetation is to be planted or
removed, affect wildlife as well as society. With such a

great potentì a] infl-uence over both nature and society,
randscape architects courd easily adopt a serf-perception in
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which they view Lhemserves as tmastersr¡ rather than
rrster,sards"r¡ As we saw in chapter three, this human tendency

has manifested itself particularry from the upsurge of
humanism in the Renaissance and its extension into the
modern secularization of nature.9

rn the fourth chapter, the biblical relationship
between hurnanity and the rest of the created worId. was

described as one of dominion" The biblícal_ notion of
dominion, in this context, has been interpreted, by this
thesis, to refer to the infl-uentiar authority which humanity

has over the rest of nature. rn addition to humanity's
God-given authority, one can also observe a certain power

which humanity has over nature" whire humans are relative]_y
weak physically, in comparison with the forces of nature,
their dexterity, rational-ity, and arriance with technology,

have made them the most environmentally infl-uential animal

species on the earth.

The fourth chapter has interpreted bibricar teaching to
assert that humankind has been commissioned and endowed with
the capacity to exercise its authority (d.oninion) with an

attitude of stewardship, toward creation as well as respect
and l-ove for the sovereign God of all creation.
Furthermore, the Bible describes humanity as having been
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created in the image of God, which chapter four has

interpreted to mean, prirnarily, that humanity ought to
exercise its authority as a representative of God, thus
acting in accordance with his wilr to sustain and further
life" Thereforer âs the previous chapter pointed out, with
authority comes accountability and responsibility. 10

Although this thesis affirrns the Bibters teaching that
humanity has been commissioned to act as a steward and

caretaker of Godrs creation and has the capacity to have a

positive infl-uence upon, and interaction with, the natural
environment, it also recognizes the potentiar perversion of
that commission as it manifests itself in environmental

despotism" As this chapter and the one which preced.ed it
have already explained, this perversion can be attributed. to
al-ienation in the God-man-nature relationship, generally
referred to as 'the fall.,,11 The following biblical
principres might be seen as deterrents to such perversion

and as guiderines to the formuration of a biblical ethic of
creative stewardship:

l-" A bibricar ethic of creatÍve stewardship rnust be

based on an atLitude of humility and respect for and

accountibility before God"

This general principle charlenges the landscape

architect to design landscapes which not onry respond to the
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wishes/expectations of clients, review committees and design

critics but which also respond in obedience to God¡s will,
which this chapter has attempted to articulate in its other
principles 

"

2" Such an ethic should be rooted in a perception of
the natural environment as belonging ultimately to God,

having been entrusted to humanity to be enjoyed and cared

for in accordance with Godrs best interests, and.,

therefore, also the best interests of his corlective
creation (human and non-human) 

"

A biblically-based sociar and ecological conscience

which generates sensitive landscape design and planning is,
therefore, based not onry upon a ratj-onar response to the

threat of globar extinctíon due to environmental

mismanagement" The biblicar ethic which guides responsibre

design is rooted in the understanding of the landscape as

the creation of God, r'rhose care, restoration and. compretion

has been entrusted to humanity" As a representative
steward, the randscape architect has a particular
professional responsibility before God" The kind of conduct

v¡hich the principles in the previous sectíons have called
for are based, therefore, not only on an affinnation of
humanity and of the natural world, but also on an
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whole created realm belonging

5"4 Recoqnition of the Inter-relationship between Humankind

and the Natural Ï{or1d: A Holistic Víew

The interpretive discussion in chapter four has

established a biblical basis for understanding the
relationship of humanity and the environment as one of
interd.ependence and. aftinity.12 As has arready been said,
humanity shares with plants and animars its physical
substance made up of the elements of the earth. Às weII,
humans, like animals, r,,rere created with a reliance on prant
life for theír sustenence" psalm r-04 was cited as a prime

example of a God-wi11ed inter-rerationship between alr
creatures "

Thou dost cause the grass to grovr for the cattle
and plants for man to cultivate,

that he may bring forth food from the earth". 
"

The trees of the LORD are watered abundantly,
the cedars of Lebanon which he planted.

In them the birds build their nests;
the stork has her home in the fir trees"

The high mountains are for the wild goats;
the rocks are a refuge for the badgers.

Thou hast rnade the moon to mark the seasons;
the sun knows its time for setting"

Thou makest darkness, and it is night,
when all the beasts of the forest creep forth.

The young lions roar for their prey,
seeking their food from God"

When the sun rises, they get them ahray
and lie down in their dens.

Man goes forth to his work
and to his labor until evening.

(Psaln lO4zt4t 16-23)
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such bibrical teaching is not untike contemporary

biological/ecorogical views of nature which recognize the

interconnection and interdependence of humanity and. íts
environment" such an understanding depends on a rejection
of the conceptuar dualism between humanity and the
environment which has persisted in various forms throughout

history reaching its crimax in the modern period. with its
cartesían articuration as a subject/object dichotomy" As

well, a holistic view calls for a rejection of the kind. of
reductionistic thinking v¡hich considers the world of nature

to be composed of seemingly unrelated parts" The forlowing
biblically based principle is suggested as a guide for a

hoListic environmental ethic:
l-" A biblical environmental ethic must be

horistic, recognizing that humanity does not stand outside

of, but lives in solidarity with the environment.

This principle heightens the designerts awareness of
the environmental consequences of his or her actions and

promotes a philosophy of dealing thoughtfulry with long term

and short term uses of natural and social resources. rt
would encourage some form of environmental irnpact assessment

for any kind of development" such an assessment rnight

foIlow a similar procedure to the following:
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i" Description of the proposed plan of action;
ii" Listing of alternatives to and. of the proposed

plan;

iii" Description of the environmental setting and

impact of the proposed plan of action;
iv. Description of anticipated adverse environmental-

effects and their mitigation measuresi

v. Projection of the relationship between local
short-term uses of the human environment and the

maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity;

vi" Listing of any irreversible and irretrievable
commitments of resources that would be involved,
should the proposed plan of action be implemented.

À process of this nature would help the landscape

architect/planner to work with the randscape with a horistic
understanding of the influence of the proposed pran of
action "

5.5 Concluding Remarks

severar conclusions can be drawn from the findings
presented in this thesis" with respect to the contribution
of the Judeo-christian tradition to the environmental

crisis, the thesis has rejected Lynn !,Ihiters hypothsis of a

direct, linear causal relationship as being over-sirnplified"
rt has argTued, in support of Moncrief ¡s conclusions, that
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the Judeo-christian tradÍtion has historicalry contributed
to the l{estrs environmental crisis, âs part of a larger
curturar matrix (Fig" 3) " As well-, this thesis has

suggested that the Judeo-christian tradition need not be

considered as an indispensabl-e component in the comprex of
curtural factors which have brought about western

environmental exploitation.

Àt the same time, it has not been the intent of this
thesis to argue that the Judeo-christian ínterpretive
tradition has not given rise to ecologically problematic

concepts of the God-man-nature relationship" chapter three
has demonstrated that, since bibrical times, there have been

numerous interpretive trends which have been ídentified as

being problematic on the basis that they encouraged a
negative perception of the the natural worrd. or that they
promoted a dual-ism or dichotomy either between God and the
material- world or between humanity and nature.

vühil-e such problematic interpretations have emerg'ed

throughout history, severar interpretive posit.ions which

have demonstrated signs of ecological promise have aLso been

identified. chapter four, represents an atternpt to pursue

the biblical- el-ements of ecorogicar promise by expanding the
scope of interpret,ation beyond the prevalent
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theanthropocentric focus to include the naturar r¡¡orld. as a
theologically significant component of a tripartite set, of
rerationships between God, humanity and. nature. Thus,

chapter four has interpreted and. presented the bibrical
material in such a way as to highrÍght several key points;

l-. Nature as possessing intrinsic varue and goodness,

2" God as an active particpant in the naturar worId,
3 " Humanity as being intimately rerated to non-human

creation,

4" Humanity as a steward of Godrs creation, and.

5" Nature as the recipient of Godrs redemptive

activity 
"

on the basis of these findings, this thesis has

developed principles which are intended to encourage an

environmentally sensitive attitude and promote responsible,
biblically based, decision making in the landscape design

and planning professions. They, further, help to
demonstrate that biblical teaching does not necessitate a

narrowly anthropocentric, despotic attitud.e toward the
environment, but rather can offer one of horism, stewardship

and sensitivity" Thus, they are complimentary to the
philosophical and ethicar principles upon which the
landscape design and planning professions are currently
based"
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5"6 Footnotes
1^See 4"6 (Natures fnclusion in

Activity), pp" L49-156 "

God¡s Redemptive

2S"" 2.4 (Landscape Architecture and Va1ues) fordefinition, pp" L4-L5"
3l,ot"r, Eiseley, lecture in the series, tThe House I.ieLive Inrtt WCAU-TV, Feb. 5. l-961, paraphrased. by Ian McHarg,

Desiqn with Nature (Garden city, N. y.: Naturar-Histoly
Press, A969), p" 43"

4S"" 4.4.I (Human and Non-human Creation), pp. 113-11g.
Ssee 4.2 (Natures ïntrinsic Value), pp . g4-96.
6rt shourd. be noted. that, whire the bibrical view of

nature presented in the previous chapter affirms its
God-given goodness, purpose, and meaning it also describes
nature, like hurnanityr âs being in a tfallenr state (short
of furly refrecting Godts originar intention), as a resultof human sin, and therefore being in need of redemption.
(see 4.5 and 4.6) This does not, however, imply that natureis evil, rather it aknowledges certain t¡"¡liot =rr in therrharmonytr of nature. These tensions become evident when we
compare nature, âs we know it, ( or as it. is d.escribed in
Romans 8zL9-2:-) with bibrical images of reconciliation such
as that which is portrayed by Isaiah 11:6-18.

On the one hand, the processes of nature appear todisplay harmony in the sense of food. chains and cyð1es of
energy etc. on the other hand there appears to be a certainrrdiscordrr evident in the perpetuar, pain and suffering which
characterize the hostile natural world, in which species
become extinct because they cannot adapt to a chãnging
environment (e.9" dinosaurs) and in which creatures arekil-ted and eaten by other creatures (carnivors) or sirnply
killed by other natural forces. As such, whire the bibrièai
view of nature denies that the earth is inherently evir, and.
rather affirms it as being ttgoodrtt nature, rike nurnanity issaid to mourn and wither (Ísalah zq:s) and. groan in traväil,
longing for Godrs redemption (Romans s:zr). The bibricai
image of a rrnew (redeened) creation' is one in which there
is no more pain and suffering (Rev " 2L:4) "

7S"" 3.1-.1- (Anticosmic Dualism: An Alien God and anEvil Earth), pp. 42-48, êsp. pp" 37-45"
8S"" 2.3 (Exploring the Cultura1 Basis for the

Environmental Crisis), esp. pp" 35"
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9S"" 3.2.I (The Renaissance: Upsurge of Humanism), pp"
45-60, and 3"3.1- (Newton: The secularization of Naturãi upp" 7L-74"

10s"" 4.4.3 (stewardship as the basis for dorninion) ,esp" pp" 130 and 1-31-"

11s"" 4.s (Alienation
Relationship) , pp" l-39-t-49.

12S"" 4"4.L (Human and
l-t_3 -t-l_8 .

in the God-man-nature

Non-human Creati_on) , pp 
"
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